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real watches for real people

Oris Divers Sixty-Five

Automatic mechanical movement

Unidirectional revolving bezel

Top ring with black aluminium inlay

Water resistant to 10 bar/100 m

www.oris.ch







Waterproof with 

6 lighting modes.

COSMO

Available at

200 LUMENS
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Jackets and insulators are the 
key to good times in the great 
outdoors, offering everything 
you need to stay comfortable.

Garments engineered with GORE-TEX® fabric 

offer superior resistance to rain, water, and wind.

AVA I L A B L E  AT  B U R T O N . C O M ,  B U R T O N  F L A G S H I P  L O C AT I O N S  

A N D  P R E M I U M  R E TA I L E R S  A R O U N D  T H E  G L O B E
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Ben Stookesberry pad-

dles along the Kilauea

lava flow on the Big

Island of Hawaii.

p.60
The 25 Most

Adventurous Men
of the Past 25 Years

They’ve explored thousands of miles of virgin
territory, climbed millions of vertical feet,

shattered untold numbers of records, and
bagged hundreds of first ascents. A celebration

of the guys who redefine what’s possible.

JIMMY CHIN
CLIMBER/PHOTOGRAPHER

BEN STOOKESBERRY
EXPEDITION KAYAKER

RICHARD BRANSON
BALLOONIST/ROCKET MAN

SHANE MCCONKEY
SKIER/BASE JUMPER

CORY RICHARDS
CLIMBER/PHOTOGRAPHER

DOUG TOMPKINS
CONSERVATIONIST

SIDDARTHA GURUNG
RESCUE PILOT

COLIN ANGUS
LONG-DISTANCE EXPLORER

DEAN POTTER
CLIMBER/BASE JUMPER

LAIRD HAMILTON
WATERMAN

SEBASTIAN COPELAND
POLAR EXPLORER

ALEX HONNOLD
FREE CLIMBER

J. MICHAEL FAY
CONSERVATIONIST

ERIC LARSEN
POLAR EXPLORER

WERNER HERZOG
FILMMAKER

TIM HETHERINGTON
PHOTOGRAPHER

JEREMY JONES
SNOWBOARDER/ACTIVIST

FELIX BAUMGARTNER
PILOT/SPACE DIVER

MIKE HORN
CIRCUMNAVIGATOR

ALEX LOWE
MOUNTAINEER

JARED DIAMOND
SCIENTIST

CONRAD ANKER
MOUNTAINEER

ERIK WEIHENMAYER
KAYAKER/MOUNTAINEER

MIKE LIBECKI
EXPLORER

BRUNO HANSEN
SURFER/SAILOR
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20 Dispatch
How a California doctor looted 30,000
ancient artifacts.

26 Travel
How to go deep into Canada’s wilds.

28 Seal of Approval
MJ’s guide to what you need to read,
watch, and do right now.

30 Food
How the Japanese do fried chicken.

36 What (Was) New
      The breakouts of the past 25 years.

38 Style & Design
The wristwatch’s dark new look.

40 Cars
Land Rover’s better family truckster.

HEALTH & FITNESS

47 Hearing Loss
A louder world is making us deaf.

54 Exercise
Will zapping your muscles with electricity
get you fitter, faster?

GEAR LAB

89 Fly-Fishing
Everything you need to get ready to cast.

94 Cycling
Fatter tires to take on all terrains.

98 Mattresses
Buy a better bed online.

100 Yard Tools
Souped-up machines that practically
mow the lawn for you.

102 Ice Cream Makers
Machines that make artisanal scoops easy.

106 Lessons From the Legends
Twenty-five years of wisdom from the
world’s most fascinating men.

52
“Meat” that looks,

and tastes, something

like the real thing

92
A climbing shoe

that’s built for

everyday wear

32
A sommelier’s

real-life

wine advice

42
Teeing off
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ON THE COVER:

Ben Stookesberry,
Richard Branson,
and Jimmy Chin
photographed

for Men’s Journal by
Ruven Afanador

on January 16, 2017,
in New York City.

Styling by Cannon
for Judy Casey.

Grooming by Sarah
Appleby for Bryan
Bantry. Set Design

by Rob Strauss
Studio. Stookesberry

wears a John
Varvatos shirt;

Eddie Bauer Pants;
Allsaints boots.
Branson wears

a Belstaff coat; ATM
shirt; Paul Andrew

Brown boots.
Chin wears a John
Varvatos sweater;

the North Face
pants and boots.
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OUR FOUNDER, EDDIE, WAS AN OUTDOOR GUIDE. 

That’s why, for 97 years, we’ve continued to work 

with guides to build and test innovative technical 

gear designed to meet their rigorous needs. From the 

highest mountains to the most remote rivers, it’s built 

for adventure. If it works for them, it’ll work for you.

Live Your Adventure.

GUIDE BUILT.
FROM SUMMIT
TO SOURCE.

EDDIE BAUER STORES / EDDIEBAUER.COM

EDDIE BAUER ALPINISTS 

CORY RICHARDS AND 

ADRIAN BALLINGER

En route to Mt. Everest, Nepal

EDDIE BAUER KAYAKER 

BEN STOOKESBERRY

Beriman Gorge, Papua New Guinea
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What
We’re

Testing

New Balance 1400v5 The all-new mesh-upper version for

this superlightweight, neutral-cushioned shoe is a game

changer. It’s better fitting, faster, and more breathable —

just in time for summer.

ON INSTAGRAM

In spring, Yellow Pine,

Idaho (pop. 32), is

whitewater central. It sits on

the East Fork of the Salmon

River — so park near town,

then drop in to take

advantage of the snowmelt

that makes the water churn

this time of year.

2 5 T H A NNI V E R S A R Y

Men’s
Journal’s
Greatest

Hits
Jim Harrison’s requiem

for the natural world;

P.J. O’Rourke’s 1998

ispatch from India; Tom

Brokaw’s exploration

of Patagonia with Yvon

Chouinard in 2007 —

you can now find our

most epic stories online

at mensjournal.com/

best-of-the-mag.

DI Y

Spring Bike
Maintenance

1. Wash your bike.
Soap and water prevent rust
and corrosion, adding years
of life to your wheels.
2. Clean your chain.
Wipe it after each ride, and
use a brush and degreaser
at least once a year.
3. Use lube.
Pick up a lube like Tri-Flow.
Add one drop per link, and
wipe away excess — it
actually attracts grime.
4. Look for wear.
Check the grooves on brake
pads and tires. If they’re
worn out, replace them.
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UNCONTROLLED

SUBSTANCES

My first thought while reading
the story about illegal
supplements in the March issue
[“Jacked,” by Gordy Megroz]
was how shockingly easy it is
for anybody to get past the
FDA. These two founders of
Blackstone Labs don’t exactly
come across as the brightest
businessmen, and yet it was
pretty easy for them to
outmatch an FDA that employs
just 25 people in its dietary-
supplement division. Shame on
these guys for being snake-oil
salesman, but who could
expect such instant results
from powders and pills without
some seriously scary side
effects? If it sounds too good
to be true, it almost always is.

ERIC SERVISS,

SUMMIT, NJ

Bodybuilders and weekend
warriors need to get smart
about what they are putting
into their bodies. This stuff isn’t

supposed to have the same
immediate and dramatic
effects that you would expect
from taking a drug. Products
laced with drugs are not
dietary supplements — they
are illegal and dangerous.

STEVE MISTER

PRESIDENT & CEO

COUNCIL FOR RESPONSIBLE

NUTRITION

SAVING PUBLIC LANDS

As head of the Bureau of
Land Management, Neil
Kornze had a target on his
back [“Public Lands Czar,” by
Abe Streep], but he also had
the guts to defend the lands
that belong to all of us. Cliven
Bundy does not speak for
most conservatives. It was
Theodore Roosevelt — a
Republican — who champi-
oned the protection of 230
million acres of public lands.
And conservative sportsmen
are still our strongest
advocates. In January, Jason
Chaffetz (R-Utah) introduced

legislation to sell 3.3 million
acres of public land in 10
western states. Hunting and
fishing groups from his district
howled, and he withdrew the
bill after just two weeks.

RAND WENTWORTH

SENIOR FELLOW, ENVIRON-

MENTAL LEADERSHIP,

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

AMERICA’S KILLOLOGIST

I’ve been an officer for 23
years and spent several as a
Marine, and I can definitively
say that Dave Grossman’s
books and lectures are on
point [“Trigger Man,” by Josh
Eells]. I understand that to
some, Grossman may come
across as being a bit over the
top, but his motivational form
of speaking is essential to
keeping officers focused and
dedicated to a righteous
cause. Grossman is correct
when he says that there are
truly evil people in this world.
Even though the vast majority
of people I deal with are

“Even though the vast
majority of people I deal
with as a police officer

are decent, I have dealt with
several who have committed acts
that are heinous and barbaric
and defy all sense of humanity.”

TWITTER @mensjournal
FACEBOOK facebook.com/

MensJournal
INSTAGRAM @mensjournal

EMAIL letters@mensjournal.com
SEND LETTERS to MEN’S
JOURNAL, 1290 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10104

Letters become the property
of Men’s Journal and may be edited
for publication.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES

Go to mensjournal.com/
customerservice
SUBSCRIBE • RENEW • GIVE A GIFT

• REPORT MISSING ISSUES • PAY

YOUR BILL • CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS

CONTACT US

decent, even if they make
poor choices, I have dealt
with several who have
committed acts that are
heinous and barbaric and
defy all sense of humanity
and reason. I love the
“sheep” and accept them as
they are, but I do not talk
shop at the neighborhood
picnic, because I know my
average neighbor will not
understand how the dark
side of humanity actually
operates. Additionally,
the bolded figure in the
article that shows that police
fatally shot 991 people
with only 41 officers feloni-
ously killed doesn’t reveal
the whole story. The vast
majority of those shootings
were deemed justified,
even when judged by a jury.
Just because more cops
didn’t die does not reflect
a lack of effort on the bad
guys’ part.

JAMES O’NEILL

PHILADELPHIA

Letters
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Ambassador Chris Brinlee Jr. fi nds new routes through Denali National Park. Photos by Greg Balkin.



cotopaxi.com/gearforgood

JOIN US ON THE 

ROAD LESS TRAVELED.

It’s just the beginning, but we’re excited to grow this 

collective force for good. Through travel, adventure, 

volunteering, and exploring the unknown, we can make

a change for the better.

Our products are guaranteed to last 61 years—the average 

lifespan of a person living in the developing world. If 

there’s a problem with an item, we’ll take care of it.

Each year, we provide targeted grants to nonprofi ts. 

Whether it’s volunteering at local farms or helping install 

irrigation pumps in Myanmar, we’re committed to helping 

eradicate poverty.

At Cotopaxi, we like to shake things up. We make bold, 

innovative gear. We create unforgettable events. And 

we work tirelessly to make a diff erence in the world.
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019photograph by JERZY KOWALCZUK
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EACH SUMMER, expert divers and novices alike venture to
Lake Huron to explore the inlets around Ontario’s Bruce
Peninsula, where centuries’ worth of shipwrecks are scat-
tered throughout the waters — the remains of an era when
the lakes were congested trade routes. But for certain
shipwreck aficionados, it’s actually the colder months that
are the optimal time to dive here. “You’ll almost never see
a wooden shipwreck in waters so shallow that the ice on
the surface of the water can be seen from below,” says
Jerzy Kowalczuk, who has photographed in places as far
away as Africa and Eastern Europe. “You might find a
scene like this in Norway or Scotland, but it’s rare in
North America. The cold water and ice preserved this
ship in such good shape.” This tugboat, which sank in
1927, sits just 30 feet below the surface, under ice for much
of the year. To shoot it, Kowalczuk dropped through a gap
in shifting ice that would have been near impossible to

locate if not for a bright orange line anchored
to the shore. It can be dangerous to dive under
such conditions, but “doing it in the winter is
actually the best,” he says. “With the water so
clear and cold, and the sunlight shining
through the ice, this makes for the most pic-
turesque shipwreck.” — S H AW N  M c C R E E S H

Frozen In Time

LITTLE TUB
HARBOUR, ONTARIO
The Great Lakes
contain 6,000
to 10,000
shipwrecks.
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O N  A  L AT E  M O R N I N G  in
August 2014, a scorcher in
the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains, Dr. Jonathan Bourne
and a few of his hiking
buddies plied the switch-

backs of California’s Glacier Divide, having
just bolted past two alpine lakes, not even

How a California anesthesiologist became one of America’s
largest antiquities looters. by KATHLEEN SHARP

Finders Keepers

stopping for as much as a sip. The group
was competing in the annual Sierra Chal-
lenge, a 10-day quest to tag 10 of the most
remote peaks in the Sierra. It took 58-year-
old Bourne, an anesthesiologist in nearby
Mammoth Lakes, only a few hours to reach
a 12,900-foot summit, ahead of everyone
but one.

For much of his adult life, Bourne had
fashioned himself as something of an ama-
teur archaeologist. His obsession with
collecting began in 1991, around the time
that two hikers in the Alps found a frozen
mummy that turned out to be 5,000 years
old. Wouldn’t it be great, Bourne asked his
companions, if we found a prehistoric man
here in the Sierra’s melting glaciers?

Then the guys scattered, finding their
own way down. A few minutes later, Bourne
shouted, “Oh my God! Oh my God!” The
organizer of the Sierra Challenge, Bob Burd,
turned back to see what all the fuss was
about. Bourne was standing over a wooden
bow that was sticking halfway out of a melted

O

illustration by CHRIS MALBON
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glacier. More than a foot long, it was notched
at the tip. “Now this was a cool find,” Burd
thought. Then Bourne grabbed a granite rock
and began hacking away at the glacier.

“I tried to discourage him,” Burd later
wrote on his website, knowing that collect-
ing antiquities on federal land is illegal, “but
he wasn’t really listening.” After 15 minutes
or so, Bourne clumsily extracted the ancient
bow and took it home.

Bourne was ecstatic — and no wonder.
He now possessed another rare object to
display in his Mammoth Lakes mansion,
already full of Native American items he’d
collected over the years. The new bow was a
priceless addition.

But a few weeks later, federal agents con-
tacted him. An anonymous tipster, court
documents later revealed, had reported a
theft on federal land. The investigators said
they’d like to question him. They also had a
warrant to search his house.

Within months, the respected anesthe-
siologist would find himself facing 21 felony
counts and at the center of a criminal inves-
tigation that became one of the largest sto-
len-goods cases in the history of the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM). But to hear
Bourne tell it, he’s just a passionate collector
who took a few items to ensure they weren’t
lost to time.

“I could be facing $100 million in fines
and 100 years in jail,” Bourne told me when
he was charged, “which is ridiculous.”

JONATHAN CORNELIUS BOURNE — even his
name evokes a 19th-century explorer. Wiry,
with sandy hair and a craggy, weatherworn
face, he was born in Australia but grew up
in upstate New York. Later, he attended
Southern California’s Loma Linda Medical
University, where he met his wife, Penny. The
couple eventually settled in Mammoth Lakes,
where they raised a son and daughter. It was a
good life: Anesthesiologists can earn upward

told a reporter, “and you look down on cre-
ation and think big thoughts, bigger thoughts
than you think in the valleys.”

Bourne also spent much of his free time
with his brother, Andrew, a surgeon at Mam-
moth Hospital. The two owned a 40-acre
retreat with a meadow, an aspen grove, and a
stream. The brothers built an A-frame cabin
on-site, complete with sleeping quarters and
a kitchen, as well as solar panels to power it
all. Bourne had his own off-grid kingdom —
and he treated it as such, it seemed.

In 2006, Jon and Penny cleared some
brush from the property and burned it in
a pit. By law, they should have applied for a
burn permit, but they hadn’t. Embers from
the fire ignited a blaze that spread into Inyo
National Forest, raging for nine days and
consuming 7,500 acres. The cost to fight it
topped $1 million, and five years later, the
Bournes paid a $1 million fine.

Still, Bourne continued improving
the retreat until 2010, when the county
red-tagged the A-frame for being unsafe.
Not surprisingly, the brothers had not
applied for a building permit as required by
state law. When called before the local plan-
ning commission, Bourne and his brother
simply said that the state’s requirements
were “unreasonable.”

Other cracks in Bourne’s idyllic life
began appearing in 2012 when Andrew
was arrested on suspicion of sexual crimes
involving a 14-year-old girl. His hospital con-
tract was severed, and some friends dropped
him. Andrew was freed on $750,000 bail,
but 14 days later, he killed himself.

When Dittli called Bourne to offer his
condolences shortly thereafter, Bourne
admitted that his brother had gotten “into
some trouble.” Then he abruptly changed
the subject: “You want to go skiing?”

AS RECENTLY AS a few decades ago, it was
common practice to pick up arrowheads
and other Native American artifacts lying
on the ground. But as collectors began driv-
ing up the demand, it increasingly became
viewed as a form of cultural theft — stealing
from the tribes the artifacts belonged to. So
in 1979, President Jimmy Carter, once an
arrowhead collector himself, signed into
law the Archaeological Resource Protec-
tion Act (ARPA), making it illegal for anyone
to “excavate, remove, damage, or other-
wise alter or deface . . . any archaeological
resource” on public or Native land.

When Bourne was contacted by authori-
ties after the Sierra Challenge, they assumed
this was another run-of-the-mill case of
someone not knowing any better. But when
investigators showed up at Bourne’s home,
they were stunned at what they found: some
30,000 relics displayed artfully in room after
room. Half of them, Bourne admitted, had
been taken from federal lands or Native res-
ervations. Others had been purchased at
antique stores or from other collectors. “It
was top-notch stuff,” says one expert.

of $350,000 a year, and Bourne worked only
15 to 25 hours a week, which left him time for
hikes, runs, and road rides on slow workdays
at Mammoth Hospital. He even occasionally
jetted off to remote countries, like the Philip-
pines, to do medical humanitarian work.

Mammoth Lakes was ideal for an outdoor
enthusiast like Bourne. Mammoth Moun-
tain ski resort and Yosemite National Park
are nearby, as well as the highest peak in the
Lower 48, Mount Whitney. But it was the
region’s trove of Native American artifacts
that captivated Bourne. On hikes, he’d search

I COULD BE FACING
$100 MILLION IN
FINES AND 100
YEARS IN JAIL. IT’S
RIDICULOUS.
                         —JONATHAN BOURNE

for arrowheads and bird points, even pottery
shards with elaborate paintings, on land that
the Paiute, Shoshone, and other tribes have
inhabited for some 14,000 years. “I am fasci-
nated by their skills,” Bourne once said.

One of his frequent hiking partners was
John Dittli, and the two would often race each
other up a mountain. One day they stumbled
on a five-year-old plane crash. Bourne started
digging through the wreckage, but Dittli
wanted to move on. “It was early in the day,
and I wanted to finish before dark,” he says.
But Bourne kept at it until he found a gold
wedding band, which he pocketed.

“That’s the only time I ever saw him pick
up anything,” says Dittli.

On one or t wo occa-
sions, the two argued about
Bourne’s collection and the
morality of taking artifacts.
“Jon is extremely intelligent
and opinionated,” says Dit-
tli. “He felt it was his right to
collect stuff around here.”
Dittli strongly disagreed. “I
made it clear that it was not
OK to pick up stuff and that
it wasn’t legal.” After a while,
the two friends dropped the
subject. But they contin-
ued to train. They’d meet
at dawn, scale a mountain,
and race back home in time
for dinner. “You get up in the
mountains,” Bourne once

Bourne, hiking in California’s Inyo

National Forest, was fond of collecting

arrowheads and other Native American

artifacts during his many treks.
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New York (“searched for fossils with kids
and mom”). The artifacts he took included
ancient pottery, pendants, antlers, knives,
pots, bowls, beads, and other “good stuff,”
as he wrote.

Digging deeper into the journals, inves-
tigators realized that not everything Bourne
recorded was in the house. Penny had trans-
ported some of Bourne’s display cases to their
daughter’s home. The agents soon realized
that they had stumbled onto one of the coun-
try’s largest caches of stolen antiquities.

In his journals, Bourne had listed his
looting companions, including his wife
and children, his father, and other rela-
tives. There were other doctors, nurses,
several business owners, and a prominent
developer. Even a former police officer and
a high school teacher had apparently been
with Bourne when he broke the law.

“They took all my personal diaries,”
Bourne told me later. “They found and read
all the things that I love.”

It also seemed that Bourne was using
some of his overseas humanitarian and
adventure trips as a front to buy and hunt
for other objects. “Bourne gave us extremely
rare things that are not found in North
America,” says BLM archaeologist Greg
Haverstock, who was tasked with taking
inventory of the cache. In fact, when Haver-
stock saw a Mesoamerican prismatic obsid-

Along with the treasures, there were doz-
ens of journals recording Bourne’s collecting
activities from 1991 through 2014. Thou-
sands of entries listed the date of each hike,
its location, and what he had taken.

The journals revealed that on his hikes and
various adventures in the mountains, Bourne
had “sifted,” “dug,” and “excavated” hundreds
of relics from sites that stretch from Death
Valley to Mono Lake. He looted in Utah’s
Zion National Park (“found nice...pottery”)
and Escalante National Monument (“I found
some stuff ”), Point Reyes National Park
(“found arrowheads!!), and near Geneva,

Bourne also stood to lose his medical
license. And because his journals named his
two grown children, now physicians, they
could possibly lose theirs, too. A trial in open
court might also implicate community lead-
ers. Still, Bourne pleaded not guilty.

His defense was simply that he had not
done this for himself but to preserve the
objects. “He has never sought financial gain
from his collection,” Penny says. Rather, he
had long flirted with the idea of donating his
collection to a museum — although few, if
any, museums accept artifacts of unknown
or illegal provenance.

“I did hope to donate my collection ulti-
mately,” Bourne says.

IN AUGUST 2016, after months of negotiat-
ing, Bourne struck a deal with the federal
attorney overseeing the case: He pleaded
guilty to two of the 21 counts and faced a
maximum of two years in prison. During
his sentencing, leaders of the Timbisha
Shoshone, Lone Pine Paiute-Shoshone, Big
Pine Paiute, Bishop Paiute, and Bridgeport
Indian Colony — all tribes Bourne had sto-
len something from — sat in a courtroom in
seedy downtown Fresno.

All in all, Haverstock estimates, Bourne

ian core that was about 10,000 years old, he
suspected that Bourne had procured the
artifact during a 2011 medical mission to
Chiapas, Mexico. (Bourne says he bought it
at a museum gift shop.)

After a yearlong investigation, a federal
grand jury indicted Bourne on 21 felony
counts, including looting, possessing, and
transporting stolen government property
and artifacts from national parks, national
forests, the BLM, and several tribal lands.
He faced a maximum of 98 years in prison
and a $2 million f ine. “I was blindsided,”
he told me later.

had stolen pieces from thousands of sites
in four Western states: California, Nevada,
Utah, and Arizona. He’d excavated three
stone tablets incised with sacred mes-
sages from the ancestors of the Timbisha
Shoshone tribe. He had jumped a barbed-
wire fence in Death Valley National Park
and unearthed the skull of a rare bighorn
sheep precursor. “The only other specimen
I could f ind was from the Grand Canyon
area,” says Haverstock. And then there was
the bow stave. It was so rare that, accord-
ing to an expert, his team would have spent
weeks of “excruciating effort” collecting

animal residue and ice core and radiocar-
bon dating samples, and obtaining valuable
DNA profiles. “Instead we have Dr. Bourne
crudely hacking the ice,” Haverstock told
the judge, “focused solely on extracting his
latest trophy.”

In the end, however, Bourne received
only two years of probation and was ordered
to pay $249,372 in restitution and a $40,000
fine. (His medical license is up for review in
April.) When the court adjourned, he wrote
a check for the full amount.

To preservationists and Native Ameri-
can leaders, Bourne’s court-approved plea
deal was a slap in the face. “How do you stop
someone from stealing my past?” asks Kathy
Jefferson Bancroft, an officer of the Lone
Pine Paiute-Shoshone Reservation. It will
take years for the pieces, now at California
State University in Sacramento, to be repa-
triated properly. Bourne was not happy with
the judgment, either. “It’s not a good deal,”
he told me. “I escaped prison, but I still think
that the scope of the problem and the things
I had done are not commensurate with the
punishment. I have to pay a lot of money!”

Dittli, who stopped speaking to Bourne
after his arrest, disagrees. “To be honest,
he shouldn’t be allowed on public land for
a lifetime,” he says. “When you’re obsessed
like Bourne is, you can’t stop, and I don’t see
him stopping.”

Just a sampling of the 30,000-plus

items Bourne stole over two decades.
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Helping you feel
safe in your lane.
The 2017 Toyota Corolla’s standard Toyota Safety Sense™ P 

(TSS-P)1 is designed to help keep passengers safe with a suite 

of systems including Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist.2 

This feature is designed to detect visible lane markers on the 

road, alert the driver if an inadvertent lane departure is detected 

and may also provide slight, corrective steering inputs to help 

keep the vehicle in its lane. With TSS-P’s Lane Departure Alert, 

you’ll feel greater peace of mind on the road.



The Canadian Club

BANFF
NATIONAL
PARK
ALBERTA

Straddling the spine of the
Canadian Rockies, Banff was
Canada’s first national park,
and it’s the most popular. The
park is insanely diverse, with
glaciated peaks soaring more
than 11,000 feet; icy,
turquoise lakes; the largest
cave system in Canada; the
charming towns of Banff and
Lake Louise; three ski areas;
and a golf course.

GETTING THERE
Fly to Calgary, drive 80 miles
west, about 1½ hours.

NAHANNI
NATIONAL
PARK
RESERVE
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Prepare to get your feet wet:
This 11,600-square-mile
UNESCO World Heritage Site
is home to countless rivers
and streams. Most
impressive: the South
Nahanni, which winds through
the four towering canyons it
carved in the heart of the
park. Kayak, canoe, or raft its
rapids, hike along its banks,
scale the walls of the granite
Mackenzie Mountains Ragged
Range, or cast in the river’s
riffles and nearby lakes.
Afterward, soak in the Kraus
hot springs.

GETTING THERE
There are no roads into the
park, so charter a floatplane
from Yellowknife or Fort
Simpson.

C A NUCK W INE COUN T RY
OK ANAGAN VALLE Y, BRIT ISH
COLUMBIA
In this fertile, lake-dotted region 10 miles
north of Washington, 8,620 acres of
vineyards produce some of the best wines
you’ve never tasted. It’s also a road-biking
mecca, with miles of roads that roll through
undulating fields of grapes.
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C A N A DA’S MOUN TA IN T OW N
NEL SON, BRIT ISH COLUMBIA
Nestled in the Selkirk Mountains, 10,000
locals enjoy some of Canada’s best
mountain biking, hiking, trail running,
climbing, skiing, kayaking, and hot springs.
An added bonus: more restaurants per
capita than San Francisco.

The Great Trail

The Great Trail



PRINCE
EDWARD
ISLAND
NATIONAL
PARK
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Imagine a more remote
Acadia National Park, with
oysters, not lobsters — that’s
Prince Edward Island. It’s tiny
— just 8.5 square miles of
broad beaches, sandy dunes,
freshwater wetlands, and salt
marshes. Still, more than 30
miles of hiking and biking
trails crisscross the
remnants of an Acadian
forest and coastal headlands
past dramatic sandstone
cliffs. Wildlife abounds, with
300 bird species and 400
varieties of plants, as well as
coyotes, foxes, raccoons,
beavers, and mink.

GETTING THERE
Fly to Charlottetown, then
drive about 20 minutes.

THE GREAT TRAIL

WATERTON
LAKES
NATIONAL
PARK
ALBERTA

Do you love Glacier National
Park but hate the throngs? A
mere 30 miles north sits
Waterton Lakes, where you’ll
enjoy the same glacial lakes,
thundering waterfalls, and
mind-expanding Rocky
Mountain vistas — with barely
600,000 visitors a year,
compared with more than
2 million at Glacier. The park
encompasses 195 square
miles, with 125 miles of hiking
trails. Our favorite: the
nail-biting Crypt Lake trail,
which snakes along exposed
ledges to four towering
waterfalls and a glistening
alpine lake.

GETTING THERE
Fly to Calgary, drive south 175
miles, about three hours.

A S T EP B ACK IN T IME
ÎLE D’ORLÉ ANS, QUEBEC
Accessed by a single bridge from Quebec
City, this 21-mile-long island in the middle
of the St. Lawrence River looks almost
exactly the way it did in the 1700s. Explore
centuries-old churches, pick wild
raspberries, and shop for island-grown
produce at roadside stands.
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TORNGAT
MOUNTAINS
NATIONAL
PARK
NEWFOUNDLAND AND
LABRADOR

Take the Scottish highlands,
add Inuit locals and polar
bears, and you have Torngat.
Corralled by the Saglek Fjord
in the south, Quebec in the
west, and the iceberg-
choked Labrador Sea to the
east, this park has Canada’s
highest mainland mountains
east of the Rockies, where
polar bears hunt seals in the
shadow of remnant glaciers
and caribou herds cross the
park to and from their calving
grounds.

GETTING THERE
Fly to Nain, then take an
air or boat charter north into
the park.
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SPIRITS: Right now
I’m into Mortlach 16
[single malt]. It’s
fucking good. I have a
discerning palate, and
I quite like a sweeter
whiskey like this. I’m
a big Scotch drinker. It
gets very expensive
very quickly, but the
truth is you don’t drink
shit whiskey if you’ve
got any self-respect.

1/ JEREMIAH TOWER:

THE LAST MAGNIFICENT

IN THEATERS APRIL 21
The birth of the celebrity chef
can be traced directly to one
Jeremiah Tower. In the legendary
1970s kitchen of Chez Panisse,
Tower became as well known for
his outsize personality (and
hedonistic lifestyle) as for his
cooking. He built an empire, and
then he vanished, leaving behind a
messy legacy and few answers.
“There’s a locked room inside
Jeremiah Tower,” says Anthony
Bourdain, an executive producer.
“I sure haven’t been there. I don’t
believe many people have.” In this
film, Tower returns after decades
away to finally take us there. —S.M.

2/ KILLERS OF THE

FLOWER MOON

NONFICTION, APRIL 18
Thanks to a massive oil reserve
under their reservation,
Oklahoma’s Osage Indians were the
richest Americans per capita in the
1920s. “It was said that whereas
one out of every 11 Americans
owned a car,” author David Grann
writes, “virtually every Osage had
11 of them.” Then their future
turned, and the Osage started
being murdered — dozens of them.
Shot in the back. Poisoned. Blown
up with a bomb placed under a
new house. Those who tried to
solve the crimes turned up dead,
too. The Lost City of Z author
Grann spent years researching the
murders. What emerged is a
chilling tale of one of the most
audacious conspiracies in
American history. —R.K.
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THE LAST-MINUTE
SUMMER RENTAL
Memorial Day weekend is only a few weeks away, and if you’re like us,
you haven’t really planned ahead. But don’t stress — you can still snag
a house rental, but you’ll need to act fast. Airbnb bookings tend to
spike eight weeks out — even sooner for holidays like the Fourth of
July. So for popular spots like the Outer Banks of North Carolina and
Lake George, New York, you’d better get moving. We tend to favor
undiscovered summer gems in low-key places like northern
Minnesota or mountain towns like Park City, Utah, which are cheap
and easy to fly to. But if it’s prime time you’re after, may we suggest
this seven-bedroom, 10-bath Malibu beach property (left) owned by
Sting [$200,000 a month). Or for a bit less, Shaun White’s pad just
down the beach ($17,500 for the month). Either may cost you a chunk
of your kids’ higher-education fund, but at least they’ll go to
community college with a story to tell. —RYAN KROGH

AUDIO: I love how
Dan Carlin dissects
and analyzes historical
events with his
podcast, Hardcore
History. He does it in
a way that’s so
informed yet humble,
and it makes history
interesting.

—AS TOLD TO

SHAWN McCREESH

TR ANSPOR T: I
recently rode an
electric bike for the first
time, a Haibike XDuro
FatSix, and it’s fucking
genius — the perfect
balance between some
form of exercise and
artificial assistance.
They’re quiet, and if you
reach a fence, you can
chuck your bike over,
unlike a motorbike.

CUTLERY: I do a lot of
knife-porning on
Instagram. Last month
I stumbled across
Blok Knives and
ordered a whole set,
and I’m impressed.
They’re carbon steel.
Good handles. Not
lazy. Knives become
infinitely more
interesting when you’re
into cooking meat.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

The director
of this month’s
King Arthur
on his favorite
new discoveries.

Guy Ritchie

SEAL OF
APPROVAL

M O V I E S

B O O K S

A C C O R D I N G T O

A G E N D A





Sayonara, Colonel

A LL OV E R T O K YO, gastropubs
called izakayas cook up Japan’s
favorite drinking food: the fiercely
f lavored fried chicken known as
karaage. “The classic karaage joint
is an old hole-in-the-wall under

the train tracks,” says Sylvan Mishima-Brackett,
chef-owner of San Francisco’s Izakaya Rintaro.
“You go late at night, and the karaage is salty
sweet and piping hot.” Born in Japan and raised
in California, Mishima-Brackett worked at Chez
Panisse before opening Rintaro, where the karaage
instantly became a bestseller. And it’s not that hard

to make at home. “Think of it in terms of four steps
that build f lavor and texture,” Mishima-Brackett
says. First, a quick seasoning with salt and sugar;
then a marinade spiked with ginger and garlic; a
roll in potato starch for a crispy crust; and finally a
splash of the umami-packed sauce called tare. The
traditional Japanese garnishes of crushed red pep-

per and lemon add a final hit
of heat and acid — which also
render karaage shamelessly
thirst-inducing. Says Mishima-
Brackett: “It’s a crime not to
wash it down with cold beer.”

 RECOMMENDED
 EQUIPMENT
Deep-fry
thermometer
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PHOTOGRAPH BY NICOLE FRANZEN

Japan’s take on the Southern American classic is so crispy,
light, and addictive that you may never reach for the buttermilk again.

by DANIEL DUANE
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Japanese Fried
Chicken

2 lbs chicken wings or boneless
     thighs cut into 2-inch pieces
1 tbsp salt
1 tbsp sugar

MARINADE
2 cloves garlic, peeled and
    grated
4 tsp ginger, peeled and grated
¼ cup sake (or dry white wine)
2 tbsp mirin
2 tbsp toasted sesame oil

SAUCE
½ cup soy sauce
½ cup mirin
½ cup sake (or dry white wine )
2 tbsp sugar

DEEP-FRY
1 cup potato starch
1 qt canola or peanut oil
1 lemon
Ground red or Szechuan
pepper

1. Marinate: Season chicken
with salt and sugar and
refrigerate for 30 minutes.
In a large bowl, combine the
marinade ingredients, add
chicken, stir, and refrigerate for
15 minutes or up to 24 hours.

2. Make sauce: In a small pot,
combine sauce ingredients and
simmer until reduced by half.

3. Prepare to fry: Put potato
starch in a bowl. Remove a
piece of chicken from the
marinade and toss into the
potato starch to coat. Repeat
until all pieces are coated.

4. Fry: Pour oil into a pot big
enough that the oil is at least
an inch deep but fills no more
than ⅓ of the pot’s depth.
Heat oil to 340° on a deep-fry
thermometer. Shake off
excess batter and gently
submerge chicken in the oil,
being careful not to crowd the
pan. Adjust the flame to
maintain oil temperature. Cook
5–6 minutes, until pieces are
golden brown. Transfer cooked
chicken to a paper towel–lined
tray, let drain, then place in a
bowl and toss with sauce to
coat. Serve with lemon wedges
and ground pepper.
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What we learned on a boozy night out
with New York’s brashest sommelier.
by ST. JOHN FRIZELL

F O O D  &  D R I N K

Drinking
Like a Pro

of Dom Pérignon,” Harris told me, gesturing
so forcefully he almost took out my glass. “I
realized that all the best wines are made by
great farmers — guys who would rather be
hanging out in their vineyards with their
dogs than sitting down to a fancy dinner.”
It was then that Harris decided to devote his
life to being a sommelier, the link between

piqued. “I decided that learning a little about
wine would be a good thing,” Harris told me,
“as I was bound to go out to a few more din-
ners between now and the great hereafter.”

In the fall of 2011, he found himself work-
ing a wine harvest in his native Washington
state. “I would spend hours a day driving a
truck, thinking about life, and what’s Impor-
tant, with a capital I,” Harris says. Previously
he’d viewed wine as a luxury, something to
be collected and f launted. Now he saw it
as an agricultural product, a collaboration
between the Earth and the people who work
it. “What’s important is not the $1,500 bottle

Harris is the likable wine snob: "Pinot

from Burgundy...it's like the boyfriend

who treats you like shit but shows

up at the right time with flowers and

chocolates."

"G LORIFIE D WAITE RS with
a fancy name who intimi-
date diners into splurg-
ing on wine.” That’s how
aut hor Bianca Bosker
defines sommeliers at the

beginning of her new book Cork Dork, the
account of her journey from tech editor and
wine novice to full-blown oenophile. But she
quickly becomes fascinated with that cork-
sniff ing, glass-swirling, cellar-dwelling
profession when she meets a band of New
York City somms and realizes the depth of
their obsession. Chief among them is Morgan
Harris, a rising-star sommelier at chef Char-
lie Palmer’s Manhattan restaurant Aureole.
The lanky, rakish 31-year-old becomes the
Virgil to Bosker’s Dante, leading her by the
hand through the hedonistic subculture of
a life spent drinking professionally. “I found
his passion for wine so infectious,” Bosker
told me. “For more than a year, I saw Morgan
more than I saw my husband.”

Harris’ relationship with wine borders
on the devotional. A great bottle at the right
moment, he believes, can produce a hum-
bling, spiritually transformative experience,
like viewing a marble sculpture by Michel-
angelo or standing at the edge of the Grand
Canyon. Harris’ blend of high-mindedness
and raw, unfiltered opinions (“Pinot from
Burgundy.. . it’s like the boyfriend who gen-
erally treats you like shit but shows up at the
right time with f lowers and chocolates”)
make him a memorable character. And after
reading Bosker’s book, it’s impossible not to
have a strong opinion of Harris — or at least
want to split a bottle with him.

With that in mind, I caught up with Har-
ris, on a rare night off, at Compagnie des
Vins Surnaturels, a wine bar in New York
City’s Nolita neighborhood. The manager
poured us a Riesling from Rheingau; Lou
Reed’s “Charley’s Girl” played on the stereo;
and Harris told me about his f irst profes-
sional experience with wine: popping bottles
of Chianti for diners at a red-sauce joint in
Boston’s North End. After work, he and his
buddy would pool their tips and splurge at
their neighborhood liquor store. With every
good bottle they discovered, his curiosity was

G
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KNOW-HOW

the people who make wine and the people
who love to drink it. “What I do as a somme-
lier is not the important part,” he says. “I’m
just the conduit.”

Here’s what I learned after a night of
drinking with Harris while discussing his
starring role in Cork Dork.

Great Sommeliers Drink a Lot
Not a surprise. But for the truly obsessive,
it gets intense. Harris belongs to four tast-
ing groups, each made up of a dozen or so
fanatic sommeliers who bring bottles to
sip, swirl, and spit at morning meetings,
every Wednesday through Saturday. This
“tongue cardio” has “all the glamour of a
date with the StairMaster,” according to
Bosker, but it pays off. Not only does this
training help Harris discover new bottles
and vineyards, but it actually changes the
brain’s wiring. In Cork Dork, Bosker draws
from neuroscience to explore this idea and
finds that experienced tasters engage com-
pletely different parts of the brain when
tasting wine than novices do — “the more
critical, analytical, and higher-order parts
of our brains.” Does that mean somme-
liers enjoy wine more than the rest of us?
It’s quite possible, as the results “suggest

that honing the senses is a prerequisite to a
fuller, deeper experience.”

Take Advice From Bruce Lee:
Become the Bottle
To get professional certification, somme-
liers must identify wines in blind tastings,
explaining what grape the wine was made
from, what year it was made, and where on
Earth it was grown, believe it or not, to within
a few acres. To psych up Bosker for her blind-
tasting exam, Harris evokes the wisdom of
the martial arts master: “Empty your mind.
Be formless, shapeless, like water...when you
put water in a bottle, it becomes the bottle.”

Harris practices vinyasa yoga to help
him stay present, to make his mind still
and receptive to the slightest stimulus, like
the faintest aroma of lychee that betrays
a gewürztraminer, or the “tart, lactic,
yogurty” f lavor that he detects in a glass of
Chablis. It’s only when your mind is placid
and ready to react, like the surface of a
pool waiting for a stone to be tossed, that

New research suggests that honing

your taste buds can lead to a "fuller,

deeper, experience," as author St. John

Frizell, right, learned.

MAKE WINE
LESS FUSSY,
MORE FUN
Bosker’s journey writing
Cork Dork was fully
immersive. But there are
ways to get a deeper
understanding of wine
without sipping pinots
for breakfast.

1. Follow Wine Geeks Online

Harris and Bosker are both on
Twitter, where they first met, and
Instagram (@morganwharris and
@bbosker). Like many somms, their
feeds are almost entirely dedicated
to what they’re drinking, and you can
share in their discoveries.

2. Hack the Wine List

When ordering wine by the glass,
remember that bottles with famil-
iar names — malbec, chardonnay,
cabernet — are often marked up
because guests order them more
frequently, says Bosker. There’s
nothing wrong with those grapes;
they’re just subject to what she calls
a “gimme tax.” “The most unfamil-
iar names are on the list because
someone loves them, so that’s often
where the value is,” Bosker says.

3. Use Tech to Get Ahead

Get Delectable or Vivino, mobile
apps that give you the lowdown on
a wine by simply taking a photo of
its label.

4. Brush Up With Books That
Aren't Boring

If Harris’ philosophical ramblings
came with footnotes, they would
include New York Times critic Eric
Asimov’s How to Love Wine: A Memoir
and Manifesto, writer Terry Theise’s
Reading Between the Vines, and wine
merchant Kermit Lynch’s Adventures
on the Wine Route — all good reads
guaranteed to make you thirsty.
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“you can absorb the tiniest details of the
present.”

You Can’t Win Wine
Like many wine professionals, Harris
rejects the numbers-based rating systems
of critics like Robert Parker. “The point
scores smack to me of trying to win wine,”
he says, “and you can’t win wine.” When
wines compete head-to-head, bottles with
bigger, bolder flavors tend to score higher —
but are they better? That depends on who’s
drinking them and why. “The idea that a
97-point Bordeaux is better than a 95-point
cabernet is ridiculous. It may be better at
being a Bordeaux, but if you don’t like Bor-
deaux, it doesn’t really matter,” Harris says.
“It’s like saying AC/DC is the best rock band
because they’re the loudest. Or that the best
car is a tank. We’ve forgotten the value of
drinking things that are easy to drink,” he
says, like the cheap beer — “weasel-piss
adjunct lager” — that he keeps in his fridge.

There’s a tension when “modern cul-
ture interfaces with an ancient product,”
Harris says. At its best, wine is an agricul-
tural product, not an industrial one. As
such, it’s subject to the vagaries of nature,
and its pleasures are as ephemeral as those
of biting into a perfect peach or watching a
sunrise. But “we Americans have a desire
to put all wine in boxes: How do we codify
it so it’s easy to sell?” he says.

There’s No Bottom —
So Bottoms Up!
In Cork Dork, Harris attributes his fasci-
nation with wine to his desire “to know
a thing in its entirety, or as close to it as
you can.” The gamer community would
call him a “completionist” — you know,
that kid who never touches his Lego sets
after they’re assembled and can’t stop
playing a video game until every stage
is defeated. (Harris was, in fact, that
kid.) In wine, he found a topic “with an
inf inite number of expansion packs,”
Bosker says.

But he’ll be the first to admit that you
shouldn’t have to share his obsession to
love wine. To Harris, the thousands of
books, YouTube channels, and magazine
articles that ostensibly try to educate their
audience — how to order wine in a res-
taurant, or how to pick a bottle under $25
— often give the impression that there’s
a wrong way to drink. “We’re not told to
celebrate its mystery, or that we don’t need
to know every last thing about it.” Take
a chance when ordering wine — that’s
what Harris does. “Curiosity and discov-
ery — that’s my reward loop,” he says. “We
should be happy to stumble onto ecstasy
rather than worrying if we get it right.
All that matters about it is that it’s just
fucking delicious. Wine is nothing to get
stressed out about.”
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The SLR Goes Digital
The Nikon D1 officially marked the
start of the total conversion to a world
of digital photography as the first pro-
fessional-grade digital SLR. Now the
phone in your pocket is probably five
times as powerful, but back then . . . the
D1 was boss.

19 9 2

When Carbon Was King
The McLaren F1 wasn’t just speedy by 1992 standards — a blistering top speed of 240 miles per hour — it held the
record for the world’s fastest production car for more than a decade. This British beast was also the first road car to feature
a full carbon-fiber monocoque chassis. Interested? Good luck — the original F1 remains one of the world’s most collectible
cars. (It was $970K then, about $13 million now.)

The Portable
Spotlight
The company that invented the
headlamp (finally giving mountain-
eers the ability to get around in the
dark hands-free) went one step
further when it introduced the Petzl
Tikka in 2000. The world’s first LED
headlamp had three blinding bulbs
powered by three tiny AAA batter-
ies. Gone forever was that feeling of
strapping a car battery to your head.

What's SUP?
It’s not that nobody had
grabbed a paddle while
standing on a surfboard
before (see the Waikiki
shore for generations),
but the C4 Waterman
was the first standup-
specific board to reach
the masses. Now paddle-
boarding is one of the
world’s fastest-growing
outdoor sports.

The Revolutionary Runner
Knit a running shoe? Leave it to the minds in Beaverton,
Oregon, who cooked up a shoe in the lab that changed
the game. The Nike Flyknit Lunar1 had an upper
made of polyester yarn, creating a supportive,
socklike fit. Producing 80 percent less
waste in the process was the
icing on the cake.

The Speaker-to-Go
Don’t laugh — there was a time
when the portable Bluetooth speaker
wasn’t ubiquitous. The Jawbone
Jambox opened the door as the first
must-own portable sound system.

For our 25th
anniversary, we
look back on
six gear game
changers.

th
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The season’s hottest watches
combine deep blues and black for an
elegant dash of color. by JIM SHI

These
Dark
Times

1

3

2

5

4

1 / HERITAGE

BLACK BAY

TUDOR $3,350

With newly updated
mechanics to include a first-
ever in-house movement, the
coveted Black Bay remains a
hot commodity. A midnight-
blue bezel is paired with a
matte-black 41mm case and
muted silver lettering.

2 / CHRONOSPACE

EVO NIGHT

MISSION

BREITLING $4,550

A light black titanium case
and “mariner blue” 43mm
dial catch the eye, and a
movement 10 times more ac-
curate than standard quartz
gives this aviator-friendly
watch cred in the cockpit.

5 / SEASTRONG

DIVER HERITAGE

ALPINA $1,695

With vintage looks echoing
a model from the ’60s, the
Diver is sleek and under-
stated despite a 42mm case.
A navy internal ring comple-
ments the dark face, but the
blue stitching on the black
strap is our favorite touch.

4 / SPEEDMASTER

MOONPHASE

MASTER

CHRONOMETER

OMEGA $10,600

Buzz Aldrin wore a Speed-
master to the moon; this
version pays homage with
its heavenly blue face and its
highly accurate black-and-
white moon phase.

3 / EL PRIMERO

RANGE ROVER

ZENITH $8,700

The El Primero movement
and the Range Rover were
both born in 1969. This cel-
ebratory collab has a matte-
finish aluminum case to
mimic the car’s chassis and
a dark blue leather strap that
evokes its interior.
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When was the last time you explored 

the splendor of nature alongside 

one of the “Top10 Best Downtowns 

in America?” Here you’ll fi nd that a 

short journey (by car or canoe) is all 

that separates the bustle and magic 

of Main Street from the peacefulness 

of our pristine lakes. Whether you 

decide to do your exploring by foot, 

pedal or paddle is up to you. Just be 

sure to pack a spirit for adventure – 

you’re going to need it.  Plan your 

next getaway in Greenville, SC. 

Yeah, THAT Greenville. To learn 

more, call 800.717.0023.
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We’ve heard plenty of car-

makers falsely claim that a

third row is “comfortable

for adults.” The new Discov-

ery actually delivers with-

out inducing claustrophobia.

S T Y L E  &  D E S I G N

With the Discovery, Land Rover’s midsize 4x4
stays wild enough for the weekend but becomes
a better everyday drive. by JESSE WILL

DESIGN

Say goodbye to the
box. Land Rover’s new
Discovery is slipping
into town to replace

the British brand’s LR4, dispatching
with most of the outgoing model’s
hard angles in the process. Even in
the midsize SUV segment — fuel
economy matters — it’s hard to pull
off competitive mpg ratings when
you’re essentially pushing a stor-
age unit down the road. So the new
Discovery gets sculpted like a surf-
board on a shaper’s table, resulting
in a lower drag coefficient. But the
stepped roofline and air vents recall
Discoveries past.

PERFORMANCE

Despite its lighter (by
nearly a thousand
pounds), mostly alumi-
num architecture, the

new Discovery proves more capable
in the wild than most buyers will
ever ask it to be. To cross everything
from sand dunes to steep rock faces
in Utah, we dialed its five-position
terrain response to the appropriate
surface and never got stuck. Opt
for the 3.0-liter diesel V6. If you’re
gonna get gnarly off-road: Its low-
end torque (443 lb-ft) proves key
in sticky scenarios. Or get the 3.0-
liter gas V6 for better highway
passing power.

KID FRIENDLINESS

It can flex muscle on
dirt, but the new Dis-
covery is remarkably
suited for suburban

dad duty, too. In distracted mo-
ments, its extensive driver assis-
tance systems can do things like
brake the car if it senses pedestri-
ans ahead (even kids). “Intelligent
seat folding” can flop second- and
third-row seats via an app — like
from the Home Depot checkout. And
up to four LATCH attachment anchors
mean you could theoretically install
four car seats at the same time.
Seems improbable, but fertility
drugs are working better every day!

HORSEPOWER

340

ZERO TO 60

6.9 sec

MSRP (FROM)

$49,990
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is that he is the exact same guy as Trump
the president. Loud, driven, entertaining,
spiteful, leering, instinctive, unstoppable.
He’ll needle you, waiting till you’ve started
your backswing to say, “You choked on this

042 MAY 2017 MEN’S JOURNAL
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Game On,
Mr. President

DONALD TRUMP and I were
knocking Titleists around
his course in Westchester
County, New York, when
the f ilm crew appeared.
“Never mind those guys,”

Trump said. “They’re from The Apprentice.”
The camera crew followed us to the next
hole, a tough par-3 over a pond, with a man-
made waterfall behind the green.

Trump teed up a ball and smacked it
into the water. He teed up a second ball and
swung harder. Splash. He tossed aside his
iron, reached for a 5-wood, teed up a third
ball, and knocked it on the green.

“And that,” he said, “is reality television!”
Of course, The Apprentice didn’t show his

first two swings. He made a 7 on the hole,
but on TV, it would look like a 3.

That was in 2004, long before anyone
imagined that Donald Trump could become
the 45th president of the United States. Plenty
of presidents, of course, have spent time on
the greens. But none has been as closely asso-
ciated with the sport as Trump. He has 16

courses to his name — 12 in the U.S., two in
Scotland, one in Ireland, and one in Dubai —
with more in the works. And while his son
Eric now runs the Trump Golf empire on a
day-to-day basis, the president seems deter-
mined to keep firing away as Golfer-in-Chief.
Of his first 31 days in office, six were spent at
his two courses in South Florida, with part-
ners including Japan’s prime minister, Shinzo
Abe, as well as PGA Tour stars Rory McIlroy
and Ernie Els. If Trump continues to play
at this rate, he’ll wind up logging nearly 300
rounds over his four-year term.

I first landed on Trump’s radar when I
became editor of Golf  Magazine in 2003. He
phoned me. “Kevin, let’s play my courses,”
he said. “You’re gonna love them.” Over the
next few years, I played half a dozen rounds
with Trump, and he was never less than
great company. (Disclosure: He blurbed
a book of mine in 2008.) It’s tempting to
think that golfing with Trump might reveal
hidden insights into his psyche or an other-
wise unseen side of his personality. In fact,
the thing to know about Trump the golfer

What’s it like to play golf with America’s new Swinger-in-Chief?
A lot like watching his performance in the Oval Office.

by KEVIN COOK

D

Embracing Tiger

Woods after the

2013 WGC-Cadillac

Championship

Hitting one

out of the

sand at Pebble

Beach, 2005
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www.sylvania-automotive.com/ultra

No one likes getting blinded by oncoming headlights. SilverStar® ULTRA headlights help you see farther, 

wider and better at night. No bad glare. No annoying blue light. It’s a smart choice for you, your family, 

and everything else on the road. 

Light is safety
Choose SilverStar® ULTRA,
our farthest downroad headlights*

See farther down the road 

without blinding other drivers 

and making them hate your guts. 

/SylvaniaLight /Sylvania/SylvaniaAutomotive

*Compared to SYLVANIA BASIC and the SYLVANIA family of halogen headlights
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Ron Whitten, currying favor with him,
introducing him to cronies as a “legend” and
“the most important person in golf.” All the
while he mocked the man behind his back,
telling several journalists, including me, that
Whitten was a horrible golfer. (Through a
spokesperson, Trump denied saying this.)

His treatment of LPGA pro Natalie
Gulbis was worse. An attractive blonde better
known for her looks than her performance on
the course, Gulbis was a Celebrity Apprentice
contestant in 2009. Last year, she praised
candidate Trump as an inspiration, saying,
“I have always found political rhetoric about
Trump’s misogynistic ‘war on women’ to be
inconsistent with the Trump I know.”

She was one of the minor celebrities sing-
ing his praises at the Republican Conven-
tion, unaware that she had been a focus of
his locker-room talk. He gleefully told male
golfers that his pal Ben Roethlisberger, the
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback, had dumped
her because she had “no tits.” Trump was
gentlemanly with Gulbis in public, yet he told
the story again and again. I expect Gulbis will
still play in the 2017 U.S. Women’s Open at
Trump’s course in Bedminster, New Jersey,
in July. But as happens with so many other
people who cross his path, he’s playing her for
a sucker. (A Trump spokesperson also denied
this, adding that the president “has tremen-
dous respect for Natalie as an athlete and an
ardent supporter.”)

TRUMP GOT SERIOUS about golf while study-
ing business at the Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, scrapping with
hustlers at a ratty public course in Philadel-
phia. As he built his fortune, he joined the
historic Winged Foot Golf Club in Mama-
roneck, New York. One of his f irst golf
properties, Trump National Westchester, in
Briarcliff Manor, New York, turned out as
tacky as the 100-foot man-made waterfall on
the back nine. But Trump became a better
course builder as his empire expanded. He

PROFILES
IN GOLFAGE
Nearly every president
in the past 110 years
has hit the links. Here,
the best and the worst
of the pack.

Trump’s helicopter lands at

the Trump International Golf Links

in Aberdeen, Scotland.

S P O R T S
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hole yesterday, but don’t worry about that!”
Yet he’s just as quick to praise a good shot,
calling you the next best thing to his buddy
Tiger Woods.

At Trump National Westchester, the day
the Apprentice crew followed us around, I dis-
covered the pleasures of Trumpian golf. For
one thing, it’s the fastest golf you’ll ever play.
Rather than wait for the foursome ahead, you
barrel past them in Trump’s electric cart,
while they step aside, waving and saluting. At
one tee, he thumped a drive about 270 yards
and dared me to beat it. I swung as hard as I
could. When my ball got a good bounce and
rolled a few yards past his, he high-fived me
and called it “a hell of a hit. But I don’t want to
see your underwear after that swing!”

Lots of people ask me if Trump cheats.
To paraphrase Bill Clinton, it depends on
what the meaning of cheat is. Clinton, in fact,
has been a longtime member at Trump’s
Westchester course, and both men — like
millions of weekend duffers who reload
after a bad drive or take gimmes on the
green — are known to enjoy a mulligan or
three. Trump’s official U.S. Golf Association
handicap is 2.8, which means that he usually
shoots around 75, two or three shots over par.
Trump is good, but he isn’t that good.

The golf insiders — players, course
professionals, journalists — I spoke to for
this story agreed that he’s more of a 7 or 8
handicap, a guy who shoots around 80 who
probably keeps his handicap low by report-
ing only his best scores. That official 2.8 is
what’s known as a vanity handicap — or, in
today’s political parlance, an “alternative
fact” — that suits his self-image.

What I found more troubling about
Trump is how two-faced he could be. He
spent weeks buttering up Golf Digest writer

transformed a troubled property in Rancho
Palos Verdes, California, into a world-class
layout. He did something similar in Miami,
buying the famed Doral Country Club out
of bankruptcy and turning its outdated Blue
Monster course into a new monster that gave
PGA Tour pros all the fight they could handle
as the site of the annual World Golf Champi-
onship–Cadillac event. Last year at Doral, I
asked pro Rickie Fowler about Trump. “He’s
one of a kind,” Fowler said, laughing. “He
likes seeing us get beat up by his golf course.”

July’s U.S. Women’s Open on the Old
Course at Trump National, in Bedminster,
will be the first postelection test of a Trump
venue. Trump acquired the property in
typical Trumpian fashion, buying it cheap
from the estate of disgraced automaker John
DeLorean in 2002. He hired top-ticket golf
architect Tom Fazio to build a course on its
600 acres, then bossed Fazio around as if he,
Trump, were a world-class course designer.

“I want a pond here,” he’d bark at his min-
ions. “These trees? All wrong!”

Often as not, he was right. Trump quickly
mastered the basics of agronomy and course
design, learning about grasses, fungicides,
and tree varieties. Before long, he was
demanding that some holes be shortened or
lengthened. “He made some calls that seemed
ridiculous at first,” says Ryan Batz, who spent
five years as superintendent of the Trump
courses at Bedminster and Westchester. “But
about 90 percent of them turned out great.”

Of course, not all of his decisions made
sense. He loved the 270 mature maple trees
he transplanted to the mile-long driveway
at Bedminster, but they overgrew the drive.
“He wouldn’t let us prune them,” says a for-
mer greenkeeper. “He didn’t understand
that you prune a tree for its health. He’d
say, ‘Would you be healthier if I cut your
arm off?’ So we pruned them in secret, but
we couldn’t keep up. The maples grew, and
delivery trucks started hitting them, knock-
ing off branches. He blamed me. ‘Quit trim-
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DONALD

TRUMP

Huuge off the tee for a
man his age and with
a weird-but-deadly
putting style, Trump
is the best golfing
POTUS by three or four
shots a round. Known
to snarf down a few
hot dogs during a
round, he doesn’t bet
much, preferring to
play for bragging
rights.
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THE DUFFERS THE SPEEDSTER

ming those trees!’ Humiliating me in front
of the club members.”

Another greenkeeper recalled how
Trump pitted his workers against each
other: “He’d say, ‘Man, the greens at my
other course are perfect.’ Just to make you
nervous. What he didn’t know is we stuck
together. We’d phone and text each other,
comparing notes, for our own protection.”

However unpleasant for the grounds
crew, that management style got results:
Over the past decade, Trump has bought or
built as many first-rate courses as anyone.
Still, being Trump, he has spurred contro-
versy at every turn.

In 2006, he bought a parcel of coastal
land in Balmedie, Scotland, and announced
plans to build “the greatest golf course in the
world.” Boasting that his project would bring
$1.25 billion to the local economy, he low-
balled landowners whose adjacent proper-
ties he would need to expand his own. When
they refused, Trump declared war. His most
outspoken foe was farmer Michael Forbes,
who painted NOMORE TRUMP LIES on his barn.
(That prompted Trump to respond on Twit-
ter: “Michael Forbes lives in a pigsty.”) But in
the end, the Scots fought off the invader. “I
stood my ground,” Forbes says. “He’ll never
get my land.” As for the billion-plus dollars
Trump vowed to invest in the community, it
shrank to less than $50 million.

He did better at Turnberry, a historic
resort on Scotland’s west coast that hosts
the annual Open Championship, the game’s
oldest major. “For the longest time, it was a
beautiful place with a slightly better-than-
average course. It’s far better now,” says Scot-
tish golf writer John Huggan. “Of course, he
renamed it after himself,” Huggan hastens to
add. “Golfers want to buy a hat or shirt that
saysTURNBERRY. Now everything saysTRUMP.”

AFTER WE’D GOLFED TOGETHER a few times,
Trump invited me to Florida to play his
course in West Palm Beach. “You’ll stay at

Mar-a-Lago. Bring the family!” His offer
presented a conflict of interest: He wanted
my magazine to praise him and his courses.
I rationalized it by telling myself that I could
remain objective and by telling him that I
didn’t choose the courses my magazine
reviewed. A couple of weeks later, I drove
through the gate at his gilded estate, where
parking attendants zipped my rented mini-
van to an unseen spot far from the Bentleys
and Rollses parked near the front door.

The next morning, Trump met us for
breakfast. He was a generous host, as lively
and full of fun stealing bacon off your plate
as he had been outdriving you on the golf
course. He was charming with my wife and

friendly with our kids.
He drove me to Trump International

West Palm Beach in the $350,000 Maybach
he called his “fabulous boat.” Along the way,
he boasted about the new $30 million exit
off Interstate 95: He’d demanded the exit to
make it easier for golfers to reach his course,
so the state of Florida built him one. “And I
paid nothing,” he said. He also made a point
of saying he wasn’t looking for special treat-
ment from Golf Magazine. “All I want is a fair
shake for my courses,” he said.

Later, barreling through the front nine,
he reached the green at his par-5 ninth hole
with a 300-yard drive and a 4-iron. That put
him in a fine mood. Waving his arms as if
to embrace the sky, the emerald turf of his
course, and the eagle putt that awaited him,
he said, “Isn’t this the best?”

On the back nine, he f lubbed a chip shot
and said, “I suck!” A second later, however,
he brightened. “I suck,” he said, “but isn’t
this a hell of a hole?”

With WPGA pro (and future Celebrity
Apprentice contestant) Natalie
Gulbis at the Manhattan Golf Classic

in New York, 2006
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HE’LL NEEDLE YOU,
WAITING TILL YOU’VE
STARTED YOUR
SWING TO SAY, “YOU
CHOKED ON THIS
HOLE YESTERDAY.”

WOODROW

WILSON

The golf-craziest
president played
more than 1,000
rounds during his
two terms,
including several
in midwinter, using
balls painted black
so he could see
them in the snow.
And, still, he
sucked: For
Wilson, a bogey
was a good score.

DWIGHT D.

EISENHOWER

The first to be known
as First Golfer, Arnold
Palmer’s pal played
more than 800
rounds during his two
terms in office and
even put a putting
green on the White
House lawn. Decent
player, lousy putter, a
fiery competitor
who’d fight like hell to
win a $1 bet.

CALVIN

COOLIDGE

Silent Cal seldom
played a par-4 hole
in less than 10
shots, and grew so
discouraged with
the game that he
left his clubs at the
White House when
he finished his
second term, in
1929.

JOHN F.

KENNEDY

JFK played golf for
Harvard and struck
as pure a ball as any
president, but his bad
back kept him off the
course. So did his
politics: It was bad
optics for a Democrat
to be seen playing a
rich man’s game.

RICHARD

NIXON

A third-string
football player in
college, Nixon
dutifully took up
golf as Eisen-
hower’s VP. He
became a decent
player, even made
a hole in one at the
Bel-Air Country
Club. In 1978, after
years of trying to
break 80, he shot a
79 and quit forever.

GEORGE H.W.

BUSH

Bush 41 wasn’t much
of a golfer, but what
he lacked in talent he
made up for in speed.
Zooming from hole to
hole in a souped-up
cart and smacking
shots without
practice swings,
Poppy could play 18
holes in about two
hours while shooting
in the 80s.
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Deafeni
And it may mean you’re losin
faster than you think. by DAVID

YOU’RE IN a club, immersed
in a band, and on stage the
lead singer spouts some-
thing that makes every-

one laugh — everyone but you, that
is, because you couldn’t hear what he
said. At the office holiday party, you
find yourself leaning in and repeating,
“Sorry?” thanks to background chatter
and music that make your co-workers
sound like Charlie Brown’s parents
in Peanuts. You assume a kind of audi-
tory denial and think, “OK, maybe I’ve
lost a little hearing. It’s just part of get-
ting older.”

That may be true — but hearing loss
is happening to more of us, and sooner:
A report in March from JAMA Otolar-
yngology predicted that the number of
U.S. adults aged 20 or older with hear-
ing loss will rise from 15 to 23 percent in
the next 40 years. That’s likely due to a
constant assault of noise. We’ve become
so accustomed to blaring sound — in
traffic, at the gym, through our ear-
buds, while hitting blend on our green
smoothies — that even our definition of
what “loud” is has changed.

What we know: Twice as many
people now have hearing loss as in the
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And that’s where our ever-louder world
is also to blame. “In the past, we were
exposed to music and power tools, but we
weren’t exposed to so many combinations
of things,” says Heller. Medical profession-
als of all stripes, including those at the U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services,
agree that our ears shouldn’t be subjected to
any sound above the destructive threshold
of 85 decibels — the volume of a blender.
Anything higher can cause hearing loss.
(It’s important to note that decibel level is
not a linear measure. Sound at 80dB is more
than twice as loud as at 70dB, and 90dB is
10 times as loud.) Yet we’re regularly bom-
barded with noise far louder than 85dB:
motorcycles (95), subway rumble (100),
rock shows (115), group cycling classes (117),
and screeching kids’ toys (up to 150). Mov-

ies, particularly, are more
and more deafening (action
movies have clocked in at
105), and they produce some
of the longest exposure.

 The fact that we seldom
think about how we expose
ourselves to these loud sounds
is the heart of the problem.
“Noise-induced hearing loss
is more an issue because
people underestimate it,”
says New York City audiolo-
gist Lisa McDevitt, who has
seen a rise in this condition
in her patients during the last
decade. “Noise-induced loss
takes place gradually — peo-
ple aren’t aware of it.”

In Europe, regulations are
in place to limit headphone
volume and to protect bar
employees from excessive
noise in the workplace. So
far, few of those preventative
measures have made it to the
U.S., where hearing loss isn’t
taken quite as seriously. “We
haven’t kept pace in terms
of managing the change of
sound exposure,” says Deepa
Sekhar, an associate profes-
sor of pediatrics at Penn State
College of Medicine who has
studied t he connect ions
between hearing loss and
iron deficiency. “We’ve done
a good job with seat belts and
keeping pace with faster cars;
we haven’t done the same
with hearing.”

All of which raises the
question, “Are we going to see
people lose their hearing at an
earlier age, and lose it more
severely as time goes by?”
asks Robert Jackler, chair of
otolaryngology at Stanford,
the U.S. institution leading
hearing loss research, before

Download a noise-measuring app
Companies like Decibel Meter Pro offer an
instant way to measure the decibel levels
around you, so you know exactly how loud
it is at a concert or sporting event.

Get earplugs “If your ears ring and feel
hollow after a show, that means it hit
your inner ear hard and harmed your hair
cells,” says Jackler. “Most people recover,
but not everyone.” At a loud event, even
cheap foam plugs will help protect your
ears. Custom-molded plugs from an
audiologist are pricier, ranging from $75
to $250, but far more effective.

Check volume Resist the urge to crank up
the volume in your car with the windows
down, or while wearing headphones on
the street. Outside noise prompts you
to turn up music dangerously high to
drown out the ambient sound. (A simple
way to monitor headphone volume? Take
out one earbud and listen to how loud
the music seems.)

Test iron levels. The nutrient helps carry
blood to the ear, and studies have linked
deficiencies to hearing issues. Get your
iron levels tested at your next checkup.

Be wary of painkillers Over-the-counter
drugs like ibuprofen can reduce blood
flow to the cochlea and damage the inner
ear. Taking these painkillers just twice
a week can increase hearing loss risk by
24 percent, a recent study found.

emphatically answering, “Yes.”
In other words, we’re doing this to our-

selves. And because permanent hearing
loss means just that, our only recourse is
awareness and prevention — as I was about
to discover for myself.

MY REALIZATION STARTED SIMPLY. “Daddy,
your phone,” my daughter said to me as we
were out walking a few years ago. I pulled
out my cell, and sure enough, it was clang-
ing. At the time, I chalked up my not notic-
ing it to the cacophony of Manhattan street
noise or the depth of my pockets. Given all
the concerts I’d attended — I’ve been a
music journalist for more than 30 years —
and all the albums I’d pumped into my ears
with headphones, I was bound to squander
a little hearing. (Two decades ago, I had
survived an intimate Guns N’ Roses show
so brutally assaultive that it left my ears still
feeling clogged with cotton balls the next
morning.)

But it would be my daughter, again,
who pointed out the worsening problem:
“Daddy, it’s beeping,” was her constant
gripe when I stopped taking notice of the
high-pitched timer on our microwave.

I dutifully sign up for physicals and den-
tal checkups, but hearing exams? Not so
much. I didn’t subject myself to a hearing
test as an adult until my late thirties, when
I began noticing my ears would take longer
to readjust after a deafening concert. Those
results weren’t alarming: The audiologist
told me I’d suffered a degree of frequency
loss, but it seemed so trivial I didn’t even
bother to write down the diagnosis.

It was now obviously time for an update,
and I found myself sitting in a small, dark
room wearing headphones. On the other
side of glass, an audiologist spoke into an
intercom, asking me to repeat words:

“Popcorn.”
“Doormat.”
“Is.”
The audiologist, Lisa McDevitt, then

asked me to raise my hand when I heard a
sound. My arm shot up at a spooky-whistly
Twilight Zone tone at various volume levels.

Eighties. Not coincidentally, that was the
decade the Walkman entered our lives —
and we’re starting to see the impact on
middle-aged Gen Xers: One in 14 grapples
with hearing loss. The scarier stat? About
30 percent more teenagers have hearing
loss now than when Reagan was president.
A recent Brazilian study found that 28 per-
cent of teenagers there had tinnitus (ring-
ing in the ears) due to using earbuds and
going to loud concerts and parties.

Age, of course, plays a role in losing hear-
ing, and the fact that we’re living longer
adds to that. But age-related hearing loss
is often caused by increasing exposure to
moderately loud noise, explains Stanford
professor and auditory expert Stefan Heller,
“so aging and noise-caused hearing loss
could be intertangled.”

ARE WE GOING TO
SEE PEOPLE LOSE
THEIR HEARING AT
AN EARLIER AGE,
AND LOSE IT MORE
SEVERELY AS TIME
GOES BY? YES.

— ROBERT JACKLER, CHAIR OF

OTOLARYNGOLOGY AT STANFORD

PROTECT WHAT
YOU’VE GOT
Five ways to ward off hearing loss.

PREVENTION
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for that are direct or indirect repercussions
of not being able to hear what’s going on —
a failure to chime in and offer suggestions,
making “mistakes on the job,” coping with
anxiety and related issues that may damage
job performance, and underemployment (or
unemployment altogether).

The psychological impact of hearing loss
can be even more debilitating, leading to iso-
lation and depression, and it’s still a largely
unspoken ailment. Like my dad, subsequent
generations are also unwilling to admit to
hearing issues, which suggests a larger social
stigma at play. Only 20 percent of older peo-
ple diagnosed with a hearing handicap do
anything about it, and even then, people stall
— those who purchase a hearing aid wait,
on average, 10 years to do so. It’s not hard
to imagine why. “If you need something for
vision, you put this piece of glass in front of
your face and you look smart,” says Jackler.
“Stick a putty-colored thing behind your ear,
and you’re old and dumb.”

At about two dozen labs around the world,
scientists and researchers are trying to figure
out how to regenerate inner-ear hair cells. As
few as 10 percent of those hairs would need to
be reconstructed to restore a degree of hear-
ing, but it’s a complex problem. Drugs and
surgery are options, but effective medication
may not be available for another five to 10
years; meanwhile, surgical procedures on the

Other times I heard nothing.
My results were sobering. My issue, she

said, was sloping high-frequency loss. This
is the way most of us lose hearing: First we
stop hearing the high-pitched sounds, then
the low. The condition explained why I was
having trouble with clarity and deciphering
consonants, softer sounds (“f,” “th,” “s”), and
women and children’s voices. It’s easy to joke
about that last one — ah, selective hearing!
— but it’s less amusing at dinners or parties,
where I suddenly feel isolated, literally not
in on the joke.

The physiological reason why this was
happening, to me and millions of others,
is simple. When we hear, a sound makes
its way past the ear canal and ear drum to
the inner ear, home to the cochlea, a snail-
shaped part of the ear lined with micro-
scopic hair cells, or stereocilia. To picture
them, imagine incredibly fragile and small
cylinders sticking up.

Those hair cells are able to detect
extremely soft sounds and handle loud
ones. They can be f lattened or destroyed by
way of one catastrophic sound, like a fire-
cracker exploding near you. But decades of
headphone usage or ear-piercing concerts
or blaring SoulCycle classes can add up
to permanent loss through gradual wear
and tear, too. Once wrecked, the hair cells,
which can number 15,000 per ear, are gone
for good. And because hearing loss doesn’t
have tangible symptoms, like bleeding or
bruising, you don’t know you’re a victim
until the damage is done.

THE GOAL FOR ME — FOR ANYONE who has
suffered hearing loss — is to prevent further
damage. McDevitt suggests two courses of
action: The first is shelling out for custom-
molded earplugs to wear to concerts and
other eardrum-battering events. You can
get those from any reputable audiologist,
and they’ll run about $250. (Wearing these
plugs, you can still hear what’s going on
around you, but the sound isn’t as sharp — or
destructive.) The second recommendation
is harder to digest: McDevitt says I should
consider hearing aids.

This is depressing news — I didn’t think
my hearing was that bad. But it’s doubly chill-
ing, because I know this diagnosis well.

For as long as I knew him, my father wore
a hearing aid, one of those clunky, hard-to-
miss devices, so sensitive that it made a whis-
tling noise when he touched it. Maybe it was
a coincidence, but in his fifties, he took a job
working the night shift in an office building,
overseeing the heat and electricity. There,
he didn’t need to talk to people or admit his
affliction, something he was loath to do.

Hearing loss, the more I looked into it,
has a profound and unsettling impact in the
workplace, starting with money. Accord-
ing to a 2010 study by the D.C.-based Bet-
ter Hearing Institute, people with hearing
issues can make as much as $30,000 a year
less than those without them. The reasons

inner ear require inordinate delicacy: Unlike
operating on the human eye, it’s hard to navi-
gate inside the inner ear without damaging it.

But Jackler offers hope for reversing per-
manent loss. “If you had asked me 10 years
ago, I would have said we’d have a cure ‘some-
day,’” he says. “Now I believe we can regener-
ate the inner ear, and I’m hoping we’ll be in
serious trials for a strategy in a decade.”

In the meantime, a thriving cottage indus-
try has sprung up to deal with our audio defi-
ciencies. You can now buy headphones that
alert you when the volume hits 85dB, a Dyson
hair dryer that’s more faint to the human ear,
and apps that measure the decibel level in
your vicinity (see “Protect What You’ve Got”).

For now, I’ve ponied up for those per-
sonalized earplugs. I’ve started making
a determined effort to avoid restaurants
and public spaces where I know the music,
conversation, and clattering of dishes will
be overpowering. And I find myself utiliz-
ing the same closed-captioning feature my
father favored, but via my smart TV, with a
sometimes comical effect: Watching house
band the Roots cue up The Tonight Show, I’ll
see “loud rock music plays” at the bottom of
the screen. After decades of experiencing it
firsthand, that’s an amusing line to read. But
it’s all less funny when I watch my daughter,
sitting beside me, clamp on her headphones,
and crank up her phone’s volume.

I WEAR HEARING
AIDS — BUT NO
ONE CAN TELL
Let’s blame the Who. I was

11 when I first saw them in

concert, and it was a slow

decline from there. By age

35, far removed from a

childhood of painful ear

infections and an adoles-

cence of rock shows, I

couldn’t hear well enough in

my left ear to use the phone

on that side. I feared turning

into my nonagenarian

grandmother, kept out of

entire conversations or

blasting the TV volume at

levels insufferable for

anyone else in the room —

hell, in the entire apartment

building — but I ignored it.

I was nearing 40 before

a close friend, tired of

constantly repeating

herself when we spoke,

browbeat me into seeing an

audiologist. Unsurprisingly,

I had moderate-to-severe

hearing loss, slightly worse

in my left ear. Possible

causes ranged from

medications to genetics to

noise exposure, but there’s

no way to know specifically

why my reduction started

at a relatively young age.

(I’m looking at you, Pete

Townshend.) Vanity

prevented me from getting

behind-the-ear-style aids.

I’m pretty much bald, so I

had no way to hide the

kidney-shaped devices that

would advertise I was an

adult with special needs. So

I did nothing.

A few years later,

worrying my problem would

put undue strain on a new

relationship, and realizing

I could hear only about half

of my co-workers with any

consistency, I finally

returned to the audiologist

seeking more covert

options. She presented a

virtually unnoticeable

in-the-canal model. My

doctor injected putty into

my ears for a mold, then the

manufacturer custom-

shaped the devices to fit

perfectly. They weren’t

cheap or covered by

insurance (I spent $4,300 on

the Oticon Nera 2 Pro), but

my girlfriend didn’t notice

them at all, and I now know

what my boss is saying.

My only regret — aside

from leaving my ears

unprotected at that It’s
Hard tour — is not getting

help sooner. — JORDAN REED
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peas. Instead of dripping blood,
beet juice. Rather than pulled
pork, shredded jackfruit.

This is the new era of meatless meat.
Freezer aisles are now stocked with vegan
and other vegetarian options that use culi-
nary ingenuity and a fair amount of science
and innovation to actually taste like what
they’re mimicking. And even if you haven’t
tried one yet, the market forecasters say you
soon will: The meat-substitute industry is
projected to balloon to $6 billion within the
next five years. Even poultry giant Tyson is
onboard, investing $150 million in a venture-
capital fund to target meat substitutes.

It’s increasingly clear that eating less meat
and poultry is one of the simplest, most effec-

tive ways to reduce your carbon footprint.
University of Chicago researchers estimate
that each meat-eating American contributes
up to 1.6 tons more greenhouse gases per year
— through food choice alone — compared
with vegetarians. And unlike producing fac-
tory-farmed meats, making their substitutes
doesn’t promote antibiotic-resistant patho-
gens or require the slaughter of any animals.

The faux-meat trend has also been fueled
by myriad studies linking regular consump-
tion of red and processed meats to higher
rates of cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular
disease, even a decreased life expectancy.
Substitutes allow you to skip carcinogenic
ingredients and cholesterol-raising satu-
rated fat from animals, and they’re often less
caloric, with a larger variety of nutrients and

satiating fiber. In fact, new research from
the University of Copenhagen found that
men who ate a high-protein faux-pork patty
in place of sausage ate substantially less at
lunch, probably because the meat substitute
was more filling.

Sure, the fakes aren’t exact replicas
of meat — but that’s not the real point.
“Nobody needs to be 100 percent vegan or
vegetarian for health reasons,” says New
York City nutritionist Keri Gans. She tells
clients to try meatless products not for a
direct substitute for meat but for the new
f lavors and tastes they offer. Says Gans:
“It’s not about giving up something you love
to eat — it’s about finding something else
you love.” And maybe eating a little less of
that other thing.

Send in
the Subs
You don’t have to stop

eating your favorite

foods to cut back on

meat. We selected

these four substitutes

for their delicious,

familiar flavors and

solid nutrition profiles.

Swap one in when

you’re feeling like . . .

1 / A BURGER

BEYOND MEAT
BEAST BURGER
Just like real ground beef,
this stayed pink on the
inside and sent juice drib-
bling down our chin — beet
juice, that is. Incredibly, the
texture and taste, created
from pea protein, mush-
rooms, spinach, and carrots,
tasted like a real burger, too.
The kicker: It has almost the
same amount of protein.

2 / A CHICKEN

SANDWICH

QUORN MEATLESS
CHIK’N CUTLETS
The main ingredient in this
faux bird is mycoprotein,
a fungus. But don’t let that
dissuade you. The cutlet
tastes like the adult version
of a chicken nugget, in the
best way, “with more protein
and less fat than a breaded
chicken cutlet, plus fiber,”
says nutritionist Keri Gans.

3 / PULLED PORK

UPTON’S NATURALS
BAR-B-QUE JACKFRUIT
Shredded jackfruit, a tropi-
cal crop, has an almost eerily
similar taste to pulled pork
with a hint of pineapple. The
fruit also delivers nutrients
you typically get only by eat-
ing dark, leafy greens, such
as lutein and vitamin A. It’s
low on protein, however, so
Gans recommends mixing it
with black beans or quinoa.

4 / BEEF STIR-FRY

GARDEIN SZECHUAN
BEEFLESS STRIPS
While they have a slightly
Salisbury steak–like texture,
these soy strips are seasoned
with red chili flakes and
miso paste for a flavor that’s
spicy and savory. They don’t
have the protein of steak,
but Gans says if you sauté
them with veggies and serve
over whole grains, you’ll get
plenty of the nutrient.

The New Mock Meats

CAN YOU
SPO T THE

RE AL DE AL?
At left, a

ground-chuck
burger.

At right, the
meat-free Beast

Burger.

photograph by THE VOORHES





Want to burn more and get bigger,
all with less time and effort? A new
technology promises just that. So, is it
genius or another fitness gimmick?
by PATRICK MUSTAIN

A Workout
That Does
the Work
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I ’M STANDING in a black, three-
quarter-length, Terminator-
looking suit at the Core Club in
midtown Manhattan. This suit

is made of broad, f lexible pads that cover
muscles in my limbs, hips, and trunk. Before
I put it on, Mohamed Elzomor, a New York
City–based personal trainer, misted the pads
with water — all the better to conduct the
electric current that would soon be f lowing.
Wires on each pad snake back to a standing
console beside me, which will ply my mus-
cles with electricity for the next 20 minutes.
This is my first taste of training with electric
muscle stimulation, or EMS.

Elzomor slowly turns up the voltage.
Every two to three seconds, an electric
pulse triggers an involuntary contraction
deep in my muscles. It feels like a dozen
vibrating cellphones have been surgically
implanted in my body. I begin to laugh.

“Holy shit, this feels weird.”
“That sounds about right,” says Elzomor.
EMS — basically, applying a current to

muscles to trigger involuntary twitches —
has been used for years in rehab settings to

Squeezing tennis

balls during

an EMS workout

activates forearm

muscles.
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lead study author Wolfgang Kemmler, but
he estimates that the technology probably
engages closer to 65 to 75 percent of the
body’s muscle groups. (That’s not a total
loss: Do a lunge and you recruit lower-body
muscles. Do a lunge in an EMS suit and
you’re firing fibers in your upper body, too.)

But there is at least one potential pit-
fall. Strength training is a complex motor-
learning process, and many experts I talked
to worried that interfering with the brain’s
natural way of firing muscle fibers might be
detrimental to overall function. Instead of
your central nervous system telling muscles
to engage, now a machine is doing some of
that work. “From a bodybuilding stand-
point, you might get a bigger muscle,” says
Wright. “From an athlete standpoint, you
get on a football field or a basketball court
and you may not move faster or more pow-
erfully, because you still need that central
nervous system to turn muscles on.”

Nevertheless, EMS already has its fans.
Jack Doughtery, a 43-year-old hotelier in
Florida, started with once-a-week sessions
at 4U-Fitness, a Tampa area “e-fit” personal
training outfit, and quickly ditched his other
personal training workouts because of the
results he saw with EMS. “Within nine
months, I went from about 150 pounds to
180 pounds,” a gain that was mostly muscle,
Doughtery notes. “And all with less work,”
he says.

That efficiency seems to be the consis-
tent selling point for EMS.

“Eighty percent of our clients train twice
a week for 20 minutes, and that’s it,” says
Daniel Nyiri, owner of 4U-Fitness. To illus-
trate the workout’s popularity, Nyiri nods to
his gym schedule: His nine EMS trainers
field back-to-back client appointments from
5 AM to 10 PM daily.

Might we soon see gyms nationwide lined
with EMS machines and filled with wired-
up exercisers moving through basic squats
and lunges? Maybe. Who doesn’t want more
results with less time and effort. But I can’t
help but think about what the technology
leaves out. Halfway through my EMS work-
out, I got a gnawing sense that something
was being done to me, rather than feeling
like I was actually doing something with
my body. I shared my reservations with Dan
Buettner, author of The Blue Zones.

The problem he sees is thinking of EMS
as a cure-all — a way to get everything we
need from exercise in the quickest way pos-
sible. “The healthiest and happiest people in
the world are getting small bouts of physical
activity throughout the day,” he counters.

While concentrated bouts of exercise are
helpful in a pinch, EMS, like most fitness-
industry offerings, is a quick fix. Our bod-
ies are made to move, and move often, and
the more we tailor our lives to make that
happen, says Buettner, the more mental
and physical benef its we’ll get. How he
sums up EMS: “Don’t bank your long-term
health on it.”

help repair spinal cord injuries and address
paralysis, and at physical therapy off ices
to strengthen weak muscles and correct
imbalances. But now EMS is making its way
into the fitness world, fueled by a handful of
companies claiming it can help burn hun-
dreds of calories and beef up muscles, all
with basic movements, minimal time, and
minimal effort. At the boutique Core Club,
members pay $145 for an EMS session. But
several U.S. companies, such as E-Fit and
4U-Fitness, offer the service for between
$50 and $100.

Elzomor takes me through a body-weight
workout that, on its own, looks more like a
warm-up — squats, lunges, pushups. But
with the EMS unit sending juice to my
muscles and forcing them to contract, by
the end of the 20 minutes, I feel spent. It’s
not the same kind of crushed I feel after an
intense workout like CrossFit, but the fact
that I’m even fatigued from a few squats and
lunges is noteworthy. The next day, soreness
deep in my glutes tells me that the EMS has
targeted muscles that apparently don’t get
enough work.

What is going on? Normally, if you’re
doing, say, a pushup, your brain will signal
the nerves in your chest, shoulders, and tri-
ceps to contract a certain number of muscle
fibers, explains Glenn Wright, professor of
exercise and sports science at the University
of Wisconsin–La Crosse. The greater the
load, the more muscle fibers you need to fire.
For low loads like pushups, the brain starts
by recruiting endurance-oriented muscle, or
slow-twitch muscle fibers. For a heavy bench
press, it engages your quick-to-fatigue, fast-
twitch muscle fibers.

With EMS, you engage both kinds of
fibers. Buzz your muscles during a pushup,
and while your brain tells nerves to contract
slow-twitch muscle f ibers, signals from
the EMS machine cue fast-twitch fibers to
engage. You’re working more muscle than
you’d normally need to do a pushup, and
that’s why fatigue sets in more quickly.

Maybe you feel like you’ve heard this sales
pitch before — during, say, those late-night
infomercials for electric ab belts that sup-
posedly jolt you a six-pack while you sit and
watch TV. There is a key difference, though,
between EMS training and gimmicky gad-
gets: actual exercise. You’re doing a real
workout (albeit a light one), while your mus-
cles are additionally engaged by the EMS.

But while websites for E-Fit and 4U-
Fitness tout undefined results like muscle
building and a higher fat burn, trainers for
some EMS companies told me that you’ll
torch hundreds of calories in a 20-minute
session, or that EMS will activate 95 percent
of your muscle groups at once. Maybe not: A
recent German study calculated the calorie
expenditure for a 20-minute EMS training
session at just 82 calories (12 more than the
same body-weight workout without EMS).

“One can at least state that you can
recruit more muscle f ibers by EMS,” says



1997

Drugmaker Merck
releases the hair-
growth pill Propecia.
Men’s Journal runs
a generally enthusi-
astic story, writing,
“Propecia, if its promise
is realized, will revolu-
tionize the way balding
men approach their
hairless destiny.” Mil-
lions worldwide would
take Propecia in the
next 20 years, including
our current president.
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What
We’ve
Learned
Over the past 25 years, the
prevailing wisdom about health
and nutrition has changed — a lot.
The one constant: With each
new decade of research, we get
smarter about how to live. And so
do you. by MELAINA JUNTTI

 1995

As prescriptions for
the weight-loss drug
fen-phen skyrocket,
we run a balanced
look at diet pills,
which concludes with
this quote from an
obesity expert: “We
use nicotine patches to
help people quit smok-
ing — why not use
drugs to help people
lose weight?”

This tip-packed skin-care tutorial
had forward-thinking advice — like
being religious about moisturizer
with sunscreen and using
products with Retin-A to fight
wrinkles — which is still part of our
daily routine.

 1997

The FDA bans fen-
phen, which released
serotonin, making you
feel full, after reports
of some appalling
side effects: insomnia,
fainting, hypertension,
heart failure.

 2015

The key ingredient in
Propecia is revealed to
cause sexual dysfunc-
tion and suicidal
tendencies; we run an
in-depth story warn-
ing against the drug.

 1994

New federal dietary guidelines discourage fat and
prioritize carb-rich pasta and bread. We publish
“The Fatless Frontier,” a list of 25 fat-free packaged
foods — including, um, Promise Ultra Fat-Free
Spread (likely loaded with trans fats), Ragu Light
Pasta Sauce (packed with sugar), and (say it
slowly): Entenmann’s. Fudge. Brownies.

2008

In our first look at
the performance
benefits of marijuana,
“Athletes Discover Pot
for Pain,” we outline
how the drug could be
better than painkillers
like ibuprofen and
aspirin for easing
workout muscle aches.

2005

In 1990, U.S. obe-
sity rates had barely
cracked 12 percent,
but by the mid-
aughts, they had
shot up to 35 percent.
Nutrition experts
blame the increase on
packaged foods and a
sedentary lifestyle.

2016

Medicinal marijuana
is legalized in three
more states, bring-
ing the total to 28.
Cannabis-advocacy
groups, championed
by pro athletes,
push for nationwide
legalization.

 2017

We detail how the white stuff, and not fat,
was poisoning us all along in a story on
Gary Taubes’ book The Case Against Sugar.

 2014

Citing a landmark study from the
National Institutes of Health, MJ urges

readers to embrace healthy fats, even
animal-based saturated fats.

 1998

The fatless-food craze
brings the arrival
of Olestra — a com-
pound that inhibits the
absorption of fat. Sub-
sequent reports of side
effects, like, um, anal
leakage, quickly remove
it from the market.

th



HOW EXERCISE GREW UP
FOUR FADS THAT MORPHED INTO THE TRENDS WE SEE TODAY.

Look at the first-year issues of Men’s Journal, and you’ll find
rollerblade tutorials, biceps-curl variations, Tae Bo. It’s easy to
laugh. (We did.) But fitness owes a lot to those passé trends:
They’re the foundation for what we do today — exercise that’s
more sophisticated, efficient, and effective.

20171992

Rollerblading
From schoolgirls to
suburban dads, everyone
had a pair of blades in ’92
(hence the four-page
feature in MJ’s May issue). A
goofy activity, to be sure, but
one with serious cardio and
strength benefits.

Spinning
We’ve shed the elbow and
knee pads (and the injuries
that came with them) for a
new-wheeled cardio craze:
group cycling. SoulCycle,
FlyWheel — these trendy
classes deliver a low-impact
total-body workout.

Static Strength
Early ’90s brawn was built
on isolation exercises (see
“The Well-Trained Biceps,”
June ’93) and a lot of sitting
around (or preening in the
mirror) between sets. Gym
rats typically spent an
hour-plus at the club.

Circuit Training
“Today’s gyms are like pro
sports facilities, swapping
machines for weights and
Olympic platforms,” says
Pete McCall of the American
Council on Exercise. Popular
interval-based routines
require half an hour or less.

Basic Cardio
Nearly every ’90s group-
exercise class centered
on one theme — aerobic
cardio. Spandex-clad Jane
Fonda types led gymgoers
through repetitive, dancelike
moves that burned a lot
of calories.

Better Cardio
Now, hot group workouts
like CrossFit and HIIT
raise heart rates with
weights. Swing a kettlebell
or clean a barbell in
these classes, and you’re
getting a strength and
cardio twofer.

Tae Bo
Billy Blanks released his first
Tae Bo video in ’92, and
gyms quickly added
copycat classes. The routine
was a mash-up of martial
arts, boxing, and dance, and
was actually a killer
total-body workout.

Boxing
The popularity of those VHS
Tae Bo workouts fueled the
boxing, kickboxing, and UFC
gyms we see today. The
difference: Instead of
sweating alone in your
basement, you can now get
your ass kicked in a group.
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A D V I C E

Our in-house doc answers your questions about health,
fitness, and living adventurously.

Ask Dr. Bob

I CAN’T SEEM TO COMMIT
TO A REGULAR WORKOUT
ROUTINE. I NEED AN
EXERCISE PLAN THAT’S LOW
MAINTENANCE AND FAST.
ANY SUGGESTIONS?

Stairclimbing. It’s been my go-to routine
for years, and I’m happy to report that a
recent study from McMaster University
(where much of the cutting-edge science

on interval training is conducted) found that just a few
minutes can significantly improve cardiovascular
fitness and heart health. Researchers there had
exercisers do three 20-second stair sprints up and
down one flight of stairs, with recovery time in
between. Including a light warm-up and cooldown, the
whole routine took only 10 minutes. It doesn’t get
more low maintenance than that! Better still, you can
do this workout anywhere. When I was covering the
wars in Sudan in the early aughts, I would run up and
down the eight flights of my rickety old hotel in Darfur
to sneak in some exercise.

I have terrible
posture. I know I
should stop slouching
over my keyboard
at work. But what
else can I do?
Correcting posture at the
office is a great start. But it’s
equally important to think
about another eight-hour
stretch of time — while you’re
sleeping. To promote proper
alignment, you want to sleep
on your back. The worst for
posture? Side sleeping. Think
about it: It’s the same rounded
position you’re in leaning over
your desk. (Add up the time at
work and in bed and you can
hit 16-plus hours hunched a
day.) Sleep on your stomach
— with your head to one side
all night — and you tense your

traps and neck muscles. You
may think, “Great! One more
thing to worry about while
I’m trying to fall asleep.” But
there are simple ways to make
sleeping on your back more
natural. Place a pillow under
your knees, which takes
pressure off your lower back,
and stretch your hips and
hamstrings before getting
into bed. If those muscles are

loose, you’re less like
up on your side to get
comfortable.

I have a healthy
lifestyle, but I still
get sick often. Is
there anything else
I can do to stay well?
Take a vitamin D supplement
daily. A broad study of 11,000

people worldwide found that
taking vitamin D yields as
much protection against upper
respiratory infections as get-
ting a flu shot. While we’ve long
known that vitamin D is essen-
tial for bone health, sleep, and
muscle recovery, this research
is the first to prove that it also
has a major effect on fending off
f lu and colds. Researchers sus-
pect that vitamin D boosts the
body’s levels of antimicrobial
peptides — basically nature’s
version of an antibiotic. I sug-
gest taking two 600 IU cap-
sules a day.

I love adding spicy
peppers to food, but
I worry about ulcers.
Should I cut back?
Not at all — there is no evidence
that hot peppers contribute to
ulcers. These sores, often found
on the lining of the stomach,
are caused by a bacteria called
Helicobacter pylori (which you
can contract from dirty water
or contaminated food, and may
sometimes require an antibi-
otic to correct) or the overuse of
anti-inf lammatories like aspi-
rin and ibuprofen. If you already
have an ulcer, highly acidic
foods can irritate it. But pep-
pers — or any kind of spicy food,
from curry to barbecue — are
not acidic. While hot peppers
light up our mouths because
of a chemical called capsaicin,
their pH level is actually much
higher than a host o er
foods you likely eat r
blueberries, app
So keep brin
Along wi
dishes
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Feel good every day
Walgreens pharmacists are right around the corner, 

offering trusted advice to help you fi nd the heart health 

support you need—and even the great deals you want. 

For solutions, visit Walgreens.com/HeartHealthSupport

Use as directed. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any diseases.
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The 25 Most
 Adventurous Men of
the Past 25 Years

A CELEBRATION OF THE MOUNTAINEERS, WATERMEN, ARCTIC EXPLORERS, ACTIVISTS, AND
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Conrad

Anker tack-

ling Meru’s

Shark’s Fin

ARTISTS WHO REDEFINE THE LIMITS OF WHAT’S HUMANLY POSSIBLE.

photograph by JIMMY CHIN
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Among them, they’ve risked their lives every
demon way you can and still come back to tell
the story. One of them crashed his gas-fired
balloon at sea. The second walked away from
an avalanche that buried him alive; the third
was upside down at the bottom of a river,
trapped beneath the boils of Class V rapids.
They’ve climbed Everest and skied down it;
shattered records for air speed in big cloth
balls soaring miles above the Earth; and

will eventually be able to f ly one of his silver
birds into low-orbit space. Chin has homes
in Wyoming and New York, but can properly
be said to live where his luggage lands. A
premier photographer of remote expeditions,
he logged 150,000 miles in planes last year to
climb cliffs with a bag of cameras on his back,
shooting big-wall heroes, first ascenders, and
people who ski miles above the tree line. In
2014, he (with his then future wife Elizabeth
Chai Vasarhelyi) made Meru, a documentary
about his five-year odyssey to scale Shark’s
Fin with his mentor, Conrad Anker, which
may be the most humane, and harrowing,
climbing movie ever made. Stookesberry,
38, has film credits of his own (Kadoma;
Walled In) and is a former Adventurer of
the Year (National Geographic, 2015). He
follows the nose of his boat where it leads
him, be it the blue-black
falls of the Himalayas or
the trench-foot jungles of
Papua New Guinea.

These are the sort of
men you meet in Wer-
ner Herzog (you can
read about him on page
74, by the way) films —
restless and relentless,
dialed into some signal
that originates on the
other side of the planet.
Synaptically, they’re
the heirs of de Soto and
de León, a lineage that
found cities and nation-
states in the New World.
In an age when most of
us go no farther than the
mall, these adventurers
are a reminder that life
is to be lived outdoors
— and the bigger and
wilder, the better.

On a cold day in Janu-
ary, they sat down and
discussed their start as
explorers, the lessons
they’d drawn from their

FROM: Mankato, Minnesota AGE: 43 FEATS: Photographed
the world’s top adventure athletes on their most out-there
expeditions, from Tibet’s Changtang Plateau to the big walls
of Borneo to the top of One World Trade Center. Three of his
photos are in these pages: Alex Honnold, Conrad Anker, and
the opening image. HIS (MOST) NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE:

Fighting his way out from under 60 feet of snow and debris
during a 2011 avalanche in the Tetons. “I never bought into the
out-of-body-experience until I had one.” THE TALENT THAT

KEEPS HIM ALIVE: Lungs and stamina. “It came from being a
competitive swimmer from age eight — my dad made me swim
everything from 50 meters to the 1,500. I’m not nearly the
strongest guy out there, but I can sustain pace on the
mountain.” THE ADVENTURER HE ADMIRES THE MOST: “I’m
a purist at heart, and look up to guys who carry that torch,
like Mike Horn. He’s the classic guy who’s also embraced new
tech and is pushing it in ways that weren’t possible before.
That guy’s a total animal.”

1Jimmy
Chin

run waterfalls in boats they’d carried up
cliffs. But when three of the great explorers
of the past quarter-century sit together one
winter morning in New York, what strikes
you about Richard Branson, Jimmy Chin,
and Ben Stookesberry is how coolheaded,
even cautious, each man is. For Branson,
the globe-tripping, billionaire Barnum who
built an empire on pluck and self-promotion,
it may just be a low-ebb Monday, too early
in the day for his lupine grin. But Chin, who
schussed down Everest and summited the
killer Shark’s Fin, is so muted you have to
lean in to hear him clearly. And Stookes-
berry, the kayaker with more than 120 first
descents, many of them on rivers you can’t
pronounce in countries you couldn’t f ind
on a map — well, he seems stoked just to
have been invited. “I don’t belong in the same
room as him,” he says of Branson.

Having taken every thrill ride he could
hail on this planet — setting a world speed re-
cord crossing the Atlantic by powerboat; tra-
versing both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
by balloon; kitesurfing the English Chan-
nel at age 61 — Branson has f ixed his eye
now on suborbital f light, where he (and any
customer paying a quarter-million dollars)

serial scrapes with fate, and their advice to
the women daft enough to love them.

MJ: Sir Richard, you come from a line of

lawyers, Jimmy from a line of librarians.

Ben, your father worked for a logging

company. Given your origins, how did

you become the badasses you are?

Richard Branson: I think sometimes
when you come from a conservative
background, you want to rebel a little bit. I
dropped out of school at 15 and learned
early in life that saying yes was a lot more
fun than saying no. If you have the
opportunity to explore the skies and
attempt something people haven’t done
before — well, I was damned if I was going
to sit around watching television while
someone else was doing it.
Jimmy Chin: Yeah, my parents had a fairly
fixed view of what I’d be: lawyer, doctor,
professor. They had me playing the violin
at three, swimming competitively, and start-
ing martial arts at five. But I also had that
rebel phase — well, not phase, ’cause I’m still
in it — where I got expelled from my board-
ing school.

And what did you do to earn that privi-

lege?

RB: He got high in a different way!
JC: [laughing] Um, I had a problem with au-
thority. My dad was so strict that he was the
only person I feared, so with everybody else,
I was like, Are you kidding?
Ben Stookesberry: My father was really good
at reverse psychology: He’d tell me I couldn’t
do something to give me a shove. He’d been
hoisted into the family lumber business and

HOW WE PICKED THEM

Handpicking 25 men to represent the world’s most
adventurous is like trying to determine who’s the
best character on The Wire. But we did our best,
leaning on the following criteria to justify our picks:
We judged worthiness strictly on feats from the past
25 years, which explains why some unassailable
badasses like Ed Viesturs or Yvon Chouinard aren’t
included. And we placed a premium on consistency
and commitment, so it’s not enough to pull off some
mind-blowing feat if you just return to your stamp
collection. These guys did it time and again, and
some died trying. Mainly, each of our adventurers
managed to redefine what was imaginable for future
generations. Feel free to disagree. Or not.
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had that dream that I’d follow my passion in
some way. He passed away in a car accident
when I was 21, but the day before we lost him,
he got to watch me on the river. I remember
how happy he was, thinking I could be a
guide or teach or something.

Jimmy, how did your parents take it when

you announced, after college, that you

were living out of your car and climbing

Yosemite?

JC: Well, they stopped speaking to me for a
while, so not great. I’d told them it was for a
year, to get it out of my system. But then one
year turned to two, which turned to three
and four, and I was doing expeditions in
the Himalayas and — well, there went law
school, you know.

But your mother, at least, seemed to

get over it. Is it true she tracked you

down in Pakistan?

063MAY 2017photograph by RUVEN AFANADOR
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doing and what your social following is — I
go back to the things that inspire me. I just
took a month off and skied every single day
in Jackson Hole. I laugh because there are
young guys, climbing bums in Yosemite,

who are like, How do we do what you do?
Man, I started in the back of my car like
them — and have spent my adult life try-
ing to get back there. I’m like, “Don’t stop
what you’re doing, ’cause it’s pretty good.”
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FROM: London
AGE: 66 FEATS:

Decades of setting
records (or failing

spectacularly) in the air and on
the sea, to say nothing of
reinventing the airline business. In
2004, he set the record for fastest
crossing of the English Channel in
an amphibious vehicle. Later that
year, he launched Virgin Galactic
to shoot paying clients into
suborbit; he says he’ll be on the
first flight. HIS (MOST) NEAR-

DEATH EXPERIENCE: Between
1995 and 1998, Branson launched
more than four attempts to fly
around the world in a balloon.

During one trip with Steve
Fossett, they made emergency
diplomatic pleas to avoid being
shot down in Chinese airspace.
THE ADVENTURERS HE

ADMIRES THE MOST: “I have a
good friend, Nick Jacobsen, who
is the best kitesurfer in the world,
and just jumped off the tallest
building in the world, in Dubai.
There’s also a Russian balloonist
who invited me on a trip to go
higher than anyone’s ever been
in a balloon. Sadly, for the first
time in my life, I had to say no. I’m
all in on exploring space travel
— for me, that’s the final frontier.
Making sure that, for all of us, the
sky’s no longer the limit.”

3

Richard Branson

What is it about you guys that sets you

apart from other adventurers? Why do

you suppose you were chosen for your

strange skill set?

JC: I think about this a lot, actually. My
aerobic base came from being a competi-
tive swimmer from age eight — my dad made
me swim everything from the 50-meter to
the 1,500. And right on through today, my
lungs and stamina are my engine. I’m not
nearly the strongest guy or the most f lex-
ible, but I can definitely sustain pace on the
mountain. And it’s not just me. Look at guys
like Travis Rice — he did gymnastics as a
kid. That discipline and body awareness
you develop early on — that’s how you get
really good at this.
BS: Yeah, so for me, it’s not about mastery of
the sport, which is equaled or surpassed by
other people. It’s about stubbornness — get-
ting more and more in love with the places
I’ve gone to and not giving into exhaustion
or danger. For some fucked-up reason, I’m
able to stay with the suffering, to deal with
the foot rot or the frostbite or whatever and
just keep going till I hit the sweet spot I
came there for.
RB: I don’t think it ’s about us against
other adventurers. I mean, we’re all one-
of-a-kind lunatics in our way. But most
of the great adventures had already been
conquered, and we just found a few that
weren’t. I suspect there are plenty of other
adventurers who’ll read this article and
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SKIER JT HOLMES REMEMBERS AN INNOVATOR

WHO CHANGED HIS SPORT FOREVER.

Going big

at Squaw

Valley,

California,

2009

4
S H A N E

M C C O N K E Y
1969–2009
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EXPLORE BEYOND THE FAMILIAR

our legendary hiking boots, we partnered with Vibram® to forge a new path in footwear – 

featuring the first-ever Vibram® SPE midsole for superior performance without the weight.

Meet the MOUNTAIN 600. Inspired by  
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DOUG TOMPKINS

1943–2015
Kris Tompkins, on her
husband, the legend-
ary North Face founder
and environmentalist: 
“Doug climbed and
skied and kayaked all
over the world, but his
greatest adventures
came later, when he
devoted himself to
saving wild land in
South America. Doug
was a great bush pilot
who spent thousands
of hours in his single-
engine Husky, looking
for places to protect.
He saw a beauti-
ful landscape as a
masterpiece, so he
protected natural habi-
tat the way you would
protect a Picasso — by
putting it in a museum.
Over the years, we
set aside more than
2 million acres in Chile
and Argentina, in what
will eventually become
10 national parks. We
lived in a lot of these
places while we worked
on them, so daily life
was an adventure by
itself. But Doug kept
doing adventures of
his own — like the trip
with Yvon Chouinard
and Rick Ridgeway on
Lago General Carrera in
Chile in 2015. His kayak
capsized, and he died
of hypothermia. But
Doug’s death has only
made me more fierce
in pursuing our conser-
vation dreams. We lived
like gypsies down here
together, going from
project to project, but
I can’t imagine doing
anything else.”

6

CONSERVATIONIST

CLIMBER/PHOTOGRAPHER

“Suffering strips
away all ability to be
full of shit.”
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Siddartha Gurung
7

4,000 miles in Siberia. “We couldn’t do it in
summer, because it’s all marshes and bogs,
and impassable,” explains Angus. So he did
it in winter, battling –40-degree temps.

2. RUSSIA TO EUROPE, July–Oct. 2005

In Europe, Angus was joined by his fiancé,
Julie, and the two covered the continent by
bike. “It was sort of a honeymoon period
between Siberia and the Atlantic.”

3. THE ATLANTIC, PART I,

Sept. 2005–Jan. 2006

Angus and Julie set off in a specially designed
boat — and were immediately beset by a
once-a-century hurricane. “If we could have
pushed a magic button and gone home,” says
Angus, “we would have.”

4. THE ATLANTIC, PART II, Feb. 2006

Another hurricane and three storms push

them so far off course they scrap their plan to
land in Florida and head for Costa Rica.

5. TEXAS, April 2006

After cycling through Central America and
Mexico, Angus enters the U.S. through
Texas. “Right away we see a sign that says
LIQUOR AND GUNS CHEAP,” he remembers. “But
the meals were huge, which is great after a
long day of cycling!”

6. VANCOUVER, B.C., May 2006

It was smooth sailing for Angus and Julie
once they hit the western U.S. He says, “It
was paved road all the way to Vancouver.”

8
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Rowing midway

across the

Atlantic, 2006

Vancouver

Bering

Strait

Portugal

Canary

Islands
Costa

Rica

Kolyma

Highway

Around the World in 718 Days



1972–2015
CEDAR WRIGHT ON HIS FEARLESS

CLIMBING BUDDY AND WINGSUIT PIONEER.

CL I M BE R/ B A SE J U M PE R

W AT E R M A N

9
D E A N  P O T T E R

Laird Hamilton

SEBASTIAN
COPELAND

Fashion photographer.
Music-video director.
Arctic explorer. Maybe
the only person on the
planet who can claim
those three jobs is
53-year-old Copeland.
After making a name
for himself in the
New York and L.A.
photo worlds, Cope-
land turned his at-
tention to Earth’s
shrinking ice caps. “I
realized I could com-
bine adventuring,
photography, and
activism — the three
things that define
me as a person,” he
says. Since then he’s
survived frostbite
while walking 430
miles to the North
Pole; harnessed the
wind to kite-ski across
Greenland in 43 days;
and become the first
person, along with his
expedition partner,
Eric McNair-Landry,
to make a 2,500-mile
east-to-west crossing
of Antarctica. In 2016
he swapped the
Arctic for the desert
and pulled a 400-
pound cart 404 miles
across Australia’s
Simpson Desert to
shine a light on water
issues. But his primary
focus will always be
the poles. “There’s the
famous quote about
climbing Everest:
‘Because it’s there,’ ”
says Copeland. “Well,
in the case of the
Arctic, it’s because it
won’t be there.”
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POLAR EXPLORER
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generation ago,” says Peter

Mortimer of Sender Films, who

regularly documents Honnold

on the rocks. “People see him

and they want to try climbing.”

But as much as newbies want

to channel their inner Honnold,

almost no one in their right

mind would, as he did, free-solo

the 2,000-foot-high northwest

face of Yosemite’s Half Dome

or mostly free-solo three iconic

Yosemite rock faces in one

through-the-night, 21-hour

push. What makes Honnold a

breed apart isn’t his technical

skill — there are plenty of elite

rock climbers who have climbed

higher grades — but the

emotional control that allows

him to confront the abyss

without a rope and keep going.

—JOSEPH HOOPER
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Deepwater

soloing in

Oman, 2012
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“As a
conservationist,
you are like a
preacher. You just
gotta believe and
keep going.”

13

Eric Larsen
14

Then he asked Fay to help

manage them.

The MegaTransect provided

a template that Fay went on to

deploy in future projects, like

2004’s “MegaFlyover” — 70,000

miles of low-altitude flight over

Africa, taking pictures every 20

seconds — and a 333-day

2,050-mile hike through the

California redwoods. “He is one

of the most effective

conservationists out there,”

says John Robinson,

conservation officer at the WCS.

Now 60, Fay is helping

oversee another project in

Gabon: a giant marine park

comprising 23 percent of the

nation’s territorial waters,

around 18,000 square miles.

Dealing with corruption and the

devastation wrought by

resource extraction isn’t always

easy, but Fay seems upbeat. “I

just can’t sit idly by and watch

industrial processes unfold

unfettered,” he says. “I gotta

intervene.” —ANDREW LEONARD
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In Congo

with Jane

Goodall,

2002

Fat biking

in Antarctica,

2013
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“I wouldn’t say I’ve
ever experienced
such a thing as fear.
Death is heredi-
tary. The universe
is completely
uninterested.”

F IL M M AK E R
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Jeremy
Jones

PHOTOGRAPHER

TIM
HETHERINGTON

1970–2011

Author and film-
maker Sebastian
Junger remembers
the acclaimed photo-
journalist. “I met Tim
because I needed a
photographer for a
project in Afghanistan,
where I was document-
ing a platoon for a year.
Tim had shot brilliant
images all over West
Africa and Afghanistan,
and he’d covered the
aftermath of the tsu-
nami in Sri Lanka. He
was this amazing com-
bination of incredible
technical skills, great
physical capability,
bravery, and a deeply
creative mind. We were
in an isolated position
with no internet or elec-
tricity; it was incredibly
boring. One day, Tim
was scurrying around
snapping photos of the
soldiers as they slept.
‘You never get to see
soldiers sleep,’ Tim said.
‘Look at them. This is
how their mothers see
them.’ That’s someone
thinking very profoundly
about the nature of war,
of mothers, and of men.
Tim died in Libya in
2011. He was shooting
portraits of rebel fight-
ers but got sucked
into the drama of the
front line, and went up
there, and a piece of
shrapnel killed him. I
could easily have done
the same thing. After-
ward, I got out of war
reporting for good.”
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Carving a

glacier in

Antarctica,

2009
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“Mike has the
mental strength
to find solutions to
problems that come
up, no matter how
bad. And he can take
a lot of pain.”
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1958–1999
Conrad Anker recalls

his closest friend and

climbing partner.

M O U N TA I NEE R/ M E N T O R

S C I E N T I S T

JARED DIAMOND

For much of his 79
years, Diamond has
traveled into the jun-
gles and mountains of
the world — including
to New Guinea, home
of cannibals — to bring
back an explanation
of the “broad pattern
of human history.”
This is to say he’s
not an explorer in the
ordinary sense, or is
he a scientist who
gathers incremental
evidence to make his
case. He’s the Indiana
Jones of humankind,
heading out to remote
outposts like Easter
Island to make grand
pronouncements in
Pulitzer Prize–winning
books like Guns, Germs,
and Steel. In an age in
which embedding with
a remote tribe seems
like a thing of the past,
Diamond has done it
repeatedly — and his
riveting books may be
the only time anthro-
pology has risen to
pop-culture status.

MOUNTAINEER

20
A L E X

L O W E
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Conrad Anker
22
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Taking

a bath in

Antarctica,

1997

On Yosemite’s

Incredible

Hulk, 2007
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Mike Libecki
24

23
2010, riding with a tandem pilot,

he finished Colorado’s infamous

Leadville 100 mountain bike

race in under 12 hours. Then, in

2014, he teamed up with blind

athlete Lonnie Bedwell to kayak

the 277-mile length of the Grand

Canyon, with Class IV rapids.
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National Whitewater

Center in North
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Mike Libecki

in Antarc-

tica, 2009

Contributors:
Will Cockrell, Daniel

Duane, Joseph Hooper,

Ryan Krogh
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A botched carjacking took his legs. Two
suicide attempts and a deadly tsunami
nearly took his life. Yet the waterman sur-
vived to live the life he was destined for.

“The only way to train is to surf. It’s to keep
the connection to the ocean.” All surfers,
of course, are connected to the sea. But for
Hansen, the bond is deeper: Water is the sole
medium in which his body is unbound by
circumstance.

Positioning the board horizontally across
the wheelchair’s footrest and balancing it
against his knees, Hansen starts to wheel
himself toward the beach. The board see-
saws precariously back and forth, nearly

tipping off. He stops to steady it with
his hand.

He wheels himself over
a stone curb and onto the

beach about 50 feet from
the sea and drops from
the chair, hitting the sand
with a thud. Sitt ing on
his behind, the surf board

attached with a leash to his
ankle, he ties his legs together

and begins hoisting himself
backward, palms f lat on the sand,

facing away from the sea. It’s an arduous
process. He goes for a bit and stops to tow
the board toward himself. Then he starts
moving again.

As he drags his limp body, he tells me his
legs are deadweight. He’s thinking, he says,
of chopping one of them off.

“Just to lighten the load, you know?”
He looks up at me, squinting into the

sun. “These are my decisions in life,” he says
cheerfully. “Do I chop my leg off, or don’t I?”

Once at the water’s edge, his body heaves
with relief. He drops his head back, wetting
his hair, and paddles out to the surf break.

When Hansen is in water, he is released.

BY ARIEL LEVE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
ED WRAY
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tsunami that took the lives of hundreds of
thousands.

Send Hansen a text asking, “Where are
you?” and the response could be Costa Rica,
England, South Africa, California. There
aren’t many places that are off-limits. These
days, you’re most likely to find him in Pan-
ama, where he hopes to build what he calls a
“seahab” facility, where disabled people can
learn surfing, kayaking, diving, and sailing,
and use the ocean as a means to get the mind
and body strong again.

What intrigued me about Hansen when
I met him is the same thing that intrigues
me now: He is the freest person I have ever
encountered. He is not trapped in any way.
He is neither tied down by responsibilities
nor hampered by fear — even his physical
limitations seem irrelevant. “Many people
dream of doing big things, but only a pre-
cious handful actually make things hap-
pen,” says James Taylor, a fellow adventurer
and close friend of Hansen’s who crossed
the Indian Ocean with him on a yearlong
sailing trip in 2004. “Bruno is one of those
people. What makes him even more remark-
able is the fact that he accomplishes all of
this without use of his legs.”

This freedom did not come to Hansen
easily, but at this point it’s sewn into his skin.
“At my lowest point, I chose to live wild and
free, to take huge risks, to stare closely and
laugh at the face of danger rather than live

a safe life — where I would die old, sad, and
angry, thinking of what I could have been.”

  
IT WAS 1998, AND HANSEN WAS 27, the
captain of a charter that took South Africans
surfing in Sumatra and diving in Phuket.
His looks, like his manner, were robust and
alluring. He was carefree, hungry for adven-
ture. He could tell a good story and make the
beautiful girls laugh; there was usually one
by his side. Sometimes more than one.

One evening, Hansen was sitting on
deck, talking with a guest. The subject
turned to their greatest fears. For Hansen,
the answer was simple: losing his legs. “Not
being able to surf,” he told the guest, “or walk
on a beach holding hands with a girl.”

Three months later, he would wake up in
a hospital in Cape Town. The first words he
would hear were stern. “Son, I shoot from
the hip,” the doctor told him. “You’re para-
lyzed, and you’ll never walk again.”

Hansen had been on a short trip to Africa
to visit his biological father in Zimbabwe
and then meet with his boss, the owner of
the charter company, who was based in
Cape Town. On the night before he was due
to return to Thailand, the two men went out
to dinner and then on to a bar, where Han-
sen met an attractive girl who also worked
on yachts. They had friends in common —
an “instant connection.”

As Hansen was leaving, the girl pulled
up in a convertible. She called out to him,
“Hey, Bruno! I’ll give you a ride!” He looked
at the gorgeous girl with the long blond hair,
jumped into her car, and off they went.

They roared down the darkened highway,
talking and laughing and missing their exit.
Soon after, Hansen noticed headlights in
the side-view mirror: a car weaving toward

Clockwise from above left: Cruising on

his custom motorbike; rinsing off after

a session at Nusa Dua; a postsurfing

snack of papaya.
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“Many people
dream of doing big
things, but only
a precious hand-
ful actually make
things happen.
Bruno is one of
those people.”

try’s capital, when shortly after takeoff, the
plane was hit by a surface-to-air missile fired
by the Zimbabwe People’s Revolutionary
Army. Thirty-eight passengers were killed
in the crash. Ten more were massacred on
the ground. Hans and Diana were among
the eight survivors.

Hansen heard about the crash on the
radio a few hours after it happened. He was
staying with his aunt and uncle, and while
they were fraught with worry, he remained
calm. He just knew that his parents would
be OK. “I had no anxiety,” he recalls, “just
a strong instinct they would survive.”

The family soon f led the country and
moved to South Africa. Thus began a tran-
sient and peripatetic childhood — from

he hadn’t taken up his boss on the invitation
to party that night? What if the girl hadn’t
missed the intended exit?

The way Hansen sees it now, if he hadn’t
lost his legs in the accident, he would have lost
them some other way. He can’t articulate why
he thinks like this, but he does. As the years
unfolded, he would come to believe, the way
some people believe in God or destiny, that
the accident occurred because he was meant
to extract a richer experience from life.

IN THE IMMEDIATE AFTERMATH, THERE

was no sense of acceptance or understand-
ing. Hansen tried to remain positive, but the
pain was intense. Sleeping became impos-
sible, and despair soon set in.

In 1999, Hansen left England. Travel-
ing with a nurse and a friend, he set out to
a remote corner of Brazil to visit a spiritual
healer named John of God. When that failed,
he made his way to a doctor in San Diego
who specialized in a controversial surgery
that had to be carried out in Tijuana because
it lacked FDA approval in the U.S. His back
was sliced open, and shark embryo cells
were transplanted into his spinal cord to try
to regenerate the damaged area. “That was
the most terrible thing I did — worse than
the accident, actually,” Hansen says.

After recovering for a few months in San
Diego, he hitched a ride with “a bunch of
hippies” in a camper van and headed down
the coast to Mexico, on his own in his “old,
shitty wheelchair.” He was drifting, drink-
ing, angry, and isolated. One night, he was
sitting around a table, drunk, with some
Mexican guys. A revolver was pushed his
way. The bullets had been emptied out, save
for one. “The guy said, ‘Stop whining, man.
Stop complaining about your life,’ ” Hansen
says. “Mexicans are macho. They don’t pity.”

Hansen took the gun, put the barrel to his
temple, and pulled the trigger. The cham-
ber was empty. He put down the gun and
passed out.

He continued in his torpor to Rio Nexpa,
a Pacific Coast beach he’d heard about from
some surfers. He was winging it: no money,
no idea what he was doing or where he was
going. Yet somehow his radar for attractive
women remained intact. “I saw this pretty
blond girl walking past, and I said, ‘Excuse
me, are there any South Africans here?’ ”
Hansen says. He had heard that a group of
them might be passing through. “I had been
quite well known as a surf captain,” he says,
“so I knew they would help me out. She said,
‘I think there’s still one here.’ ”

As it happened, some South Africans had
just left. But one guy had stayed behind:
Craig Sanderson, who was one of Han-
sen’s closest friends in grade school. Sand-
erson had visited Hansen in the hospital
in England, but “he’d never seen me use a
wheelchair,” Hansen says. “He thought he
was hallucinating.”

Sanderson encouraged his old surf buddy
to paddle out again. But Hansen’s first time
back on the board was a letdown. Just one

South Africa to Denmark, Portugal, Spain,
France, Germany. There were 14 schools in
12 years. Hansen learned to adjust to for-
eign languages and become inured to loss:
homes, pets, friends, routines. As the new
kid, he was often bullied. It toughened him
up. Eventually, the family settled in Dur-
ban, South Africa, where Hansen learned
to surf, cementing a bond with the ocean,
which remains a sanctuary for him.

At the time of the carjacking, Hansen’s
parents were living in Cornwall, England.
After hearing what had happened, they
rushed to the hospital, where he remained
for a month. (The girl also survived. Han-
sen never saw her again.) After a compli-
cated operation in which steel rods were
inserted into his back, Hansen was stable
enough to be f lown to a spinal unit in
England. The doctors recommended a
year-and-a-half of rehab; Hansen lasted
eight months. “He said, ‘I’m out of here,’ ”
Diana recalls. “And so in true Bruno form,
he came home to Cornwall, to a horribly
unsuitable house. Hans carried him up and
down the stairs. It was all painfully gut-
wrenching and tearful.”

How we end up in a certain place, at a
certain time, and the choices we make and
the order of events that follow, is something
Hansen would come to think about often,
trying to connect all of the what-ifs. What if



complaint,” he says. Along the way, he also
learned how it felt to be capable. He could
surf and dive and spearfish; he developed a
talent for free diving. (He is able to hold his
breath for some six minutes.)

Once they arrived in Phuket, Taylor
returned to South Africa for Christmas.
And after a year at sea, Hansen was able
to navigate life on his own. He would get
off the yacht, climb into a dingy, row close
to the shore, anchor the dingy, throw the
wheelchair overboard, swim to the beach,
and then pull the wheelchair in by a rope.
Once on land, he’d head for his scooter,
which he had f itted with a vegetable cart

to haul his chair. They were
happy times. He didn’t have
a plan, but when Taylor
returned they thought they
might sail on to Sumatra.

HANSEN WAS ALONE ON

his boat on the morning of
December 26, 2004, when,
without warning, the tsu-
nami hit. The day before,
he’d been out for a Christmas
lunch with some surf skip-
pers, and he awoke with a
hangover. An odd wind was
coming from the back of the
yacht. He noticed that part of
the reef was starting to stick
up, and soon the boat was
caught in a whirlpool.

Then the first wave came
through, about six feet high.
Hansen crawled to the bow,
cut the anchor line, and
aimed the boat beyond the
waves and into deeper water.
He managed to get the engine
started, only to see another
wave — this one about 20 feet
high — about to hit. “That’s
when I felt dread,” he recalls.
“Not fear — just disbelief.”
Engine screaming, he raced
toward the wave head-on,
hoping to crest it before it
broke. “The ocean,” he says,
“was going crazy.”

He made it over that monster wave, and
then over the fourth and largest wave, a
tower of water 30 feet high. After the tsu-
nami subsided, Hansen waited in the safety
of deeper water. Deck chairs and debris
f loated by, as well as dead bodies. Soon he
was without fuel, food, or water. He remem-
bers thinking “how insignificant our lives
actually are and how important we think we
are. In 15 minutes, it can all change. And in
the end, nature will always rule.”

After three days, he spotted a familiar-
looking yacht. It was the Moonpath, a South
African boat he had skippered six years pre-
viously. He radioed the captain for help.
Hansen’s boat was the Sunlord. As Hansen
tells this story, it’s clear this symmetry is
significant: The Moonpath and the Sunlord
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the Seychelles, the Maldives, and then on to
Thailand. Hansen piloted the boat from his
wheelchair, while Taylor performed most of
the heavy lifting — pulling up the mainsail
and handling the anchor. The demands were
rigorous. Powerful storms with enormous
waves tossed Hansen from his chair, leaving
him crawling around the deck for safety. He
was banged up and stressed. But the danger
replenished him, too. There was no time to
dwell on his predicament.

“I learned to handle the hardship without

for a 46-foot catamaran. “I decided I wanted
to go back to the life that I had before,” he
says. “My old life.”

Following six years of darkness, Han-
sen’s life was beginning to open up again.
He and James Taylor, whom he’d met earlier
that year in Mozambique, spent a month
refurbishing the catamaran. Their plan was
to spend a year at sea on the Indian Ocean.
Sailing, surfing, treasure hunting — a proper
adventure. “We just had this mission we
were working toward,” Taylor says. “And I
could see that nothing would get in his way.”

A month later, they set sail from Durban
to Mozambique, Madagascar, Comoros,

Top: Hansen carves a wave at the 2016

Adaptive Surfing Championship in

San Diego. Bottom: Enjoying a victory

hug from a fan.
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anxiety about it. “I don’t get stressed or pon-
der or worry,” he says. “I don’t get freaked
out by anything. Nothing scares me. I was
thinking: ‘What really scares me? What
fears do I have now?’ I can’t think of any.
Except maybe the fear of hurting someone.”

He reaches for a box of dried sweet tama-
rind. “You want some?” he asks. He cracks
open the long, curved pod, removes the
stringy insides, and digs out what looks like
an elongated date. “You pick out the seeds.”

Throughout our conversations, there
have been numerous times when Hansen
punctuated a sentence with “That’s what
made me who I am”: an anecdote from child-
hood; the day in Mexico when the wave
rebooted his system; crossing the Indian
Ocean; surviving the tsunami. It’s a long list.

“My mind can’t be broken,” Hansen says.
He means it. Hansen’s physical transforma-
tion forced him to become introspective.
Wisdom was gained. He now occupies a
space few people would understand: a place
of fearlessness, where he is truly unstuck.

I ask him again. There’s really nothing
you’re afraid to lose?

He thinks for a long time and shakes
his head. “Nothing.” Then he smiles, and
I can’t tell if he’s serious or not. “Well,” he
says, “it would be a real inconvenience if I
lost an arm.” MJ

“I was thinking:
‘What really scares
me? What fears do
I have now?’ I can’t
think of any.”

The World’s Most Adventurous Men

elevator Hansen constructed to take him to
the second level.

Since the tsunami, Hansen has been in
perpetual motion. He left Thailand for Bali,
where he built a few wooden shacks and
surfed some of the island’s most challeng-
ing breaks. He’s been treasure hunting on
friends’ boats up and down the east coast of
Africa. He returned to the shaman in Brazil
— only this time, the encounter resulted in a
sense of peace. He’s been whitewater kayak-
ing in Uganda, where his parents were liv-
ing. And he wants it known, “Since I’ve been
in a wheelchair, I’ve met the most beautiful
women of my life.”

Soon Hansen will return to California to
defend his title as the world’s top paraplegic
surfer. He’d like to win but shows no signs of
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ESSENTIALS FOR THE WELL-EQUIPPED MAN

Catch
a New

Hobby
Who doesn’t

fantasize about a day
on the river casting

for the big one.
But making sense
of the gear can be

overwhelming. Let’s
demystify it, with
the best basics to

start your fly-fishing
adventure.

by RYAN KROGH
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1

ORVIS HYDROS SL

FLY REEL

From $198
The Hydros is a large-arbor
(diameter) reel that makes
it easier, and about 12
percent faster, to bring in
fish. It also has an excellent
drag system, meaning that
when you hook that fish,
the line goes out slowly and
smoothly. orvis.com

2

MONTANA FLY

COMPANY

STRAIGHT-TIP

FORCEPS

$16
A good pair is indispens-
able — to remove hooks,
crimp barbs on flies, and
pinch weights onto line —
and these surgical-steel
forceps do it all superbly.
montanafly.com

3

PATAGONIA

RIO GALLEGOS

WADERS

$499
These light (43-ounce)
waders have articulated
legs for easier walking and
neoprene booties cut to fit
right and left feet, but the
real boon is a four-layer
polyester that’s tough to
puncture. patagonia.com

4

ORVIS HELIOS 2,

5-WEIGHT 9’ ROD

$795
The Vermont-made Helios 2
— an Orvis staple since
2012 — is a four-piece rod
with nickel guides that
flexes to make casting
nymph rigs and heavier
setups a cinch. Plus, there’s
a no-questions-asked 25-
year warranty. orvis.com

5
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5

SIMMS

HEADWATERS

PRO BOOT

$200
Smooth nubuck leather
increases durability while
wading in freestone rivers,
and soles made with Vibram
rubber make walking on
algae-covered rocks a
surefooted breeze.
simmsfishing.com

6

NOMAD

EMERGER NET

$150
Carbon fiber and fiberglass
make this net practically
indestructible, with rubber
netting that won’t tear in
thick brush or cut up the
fish you land. It’s also got a
rubberized grip and floats if
you accidentally drop it.
fishpondusa.com

7

COSTA BLACKFIN

From $169
These comfortable,
lightweight sunglasses,
paired with optional Sunrise
Silver Mirror lenses, make
seeing fish and your fly
much easier — even on
overcast days when the
light is challenging and
ever-changing.
costadelmar.com

8

ABEL NIPPER

& LANYARD

$85
Anodized aluminum
construction paired with
cutting jaws that can be
replaced to make sure the
edges are sharp allows
these nippers to tear
through even the thickest
lines for a decade or more.
abelreels.com

8

Best Places

to Learn to

Fly-Fish

ORVIS SANDANONA,
NEW YORK

Two hours north of
New York City in Mill-
brook, Sandanona is
famous for its sporting
clays, but it also offers
a two-day fly-fishing
course. With a mix
of classroom and on-
the-water instruction,
including time spent
fishing and analyzing
your cast via video,
you’ll leave with all
the info you need to
become a diehard
fisherman. orvis.com
/sandanona

BLACKBERRY FARM,
TENNESSEE

This 4,200-acre estate
— with luxury cot-
tages, an organic farm
for its two restaurants,
and every activity un-
der the sun available
on-site — is a life-list
visit in the South.
With a private stream
and two ponds — not
to mention a thousand
miles of river in the
surrounding Great
Smoky Mountains
— it’s the most pictur-
esque place to learn
how to fish while actu-
ally catching some.
blackberryfarm.com

JACKSON HOLE
FLY-FISHING
SCHOOL, WYOMING

Taught by some of
the best guides in the
business, JHFFS offers
classes on everything
from intro-level fly-
fishing to how to fish
from a drift boat. The
best bet is a private,
four-hour float trip on
one of the rivers out-
side Jackson, where
you’ll learn to read
water, cast to a rising
trout, and land a fish.
jhflyfishingschool.com

The Only 10 Flies You’ll Ever Need

Some fishermen will carry 100 or more patterns, but it doesn’t need to be that complicated. The 10 flies shown here,

in Orvis’ new Tacky Collab Dropper Box ($42), will fool fish anywhere. “I can fish pretty much anyplace in the world

and catch a trout with these,” says author Tom Rosenbauer, Orvis’ head fishing ambassador. His other foolproof

method: “Just walk into a local fly shop and say, ‘What’s working?’ Even the best anglers will do that.”

STIMULATOR
General dry pattern
that’s great for small
streams and aggres-
sive fish. Sizes: 12, 14

CONEHEAD WOOLLY
BUGGER
Designed to look like
a fleeing fish when
“stripped” in. Size: 4

CADDIS EMERGER
Imitates a generic
bug hatching on the
water’s surface.
Sizes: 14, 16

ADAM’S PARACHUTE
One of the most com-
mon dry-fly patterns
for rising trout. Sizes:
12, 14, 16, 18

BEETLE
Terrestrials, like
beetles, serve as trout
food in most rivers in
America. Size: 14

PHEASANT TAIL
No fly box should be
without these nymphs;
they’re deadly effec-
tive. Sizes: 12, 14

GRIFFITHS GNAT
General pattern for
a number of small
bugs; good behind a
larger fly. Sizes: 18, 20

HARE’S EAR NYMPH
General pattern that
mimics any number
of underwater larvae.
Sizes 10, 12

SPARKLE PMD
A general dry-fly
mayfly pattern that’s
good on most rivers in
the U.S. Size: 16

PRINCE NYMPH
Perhaps the most
classic nymph pattern;
catches fish anywhere.
Sizes: 10, 12

photograph by SHANA NOVAK
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R U G G E D  F O O T W E A R

Named for climbers but perfect for life on the ground, these
adventure-ready shoes are so good that in nearly any situation,
you’ll never want to take them off. by WILL COCKRELL

Approach Shoes

1 Gecko

SCARPA $180

An update on the traditional approach
shape, the Gecko has a beefy leather
upper meant to take a beating, and
the laces go to the toe for a climbing-
shoe-like fit. Sticky rubber will help
you manage the occasional vertical
move. scarpa.com

2 Vertical Velocity

VASQUE $130

Marrying a superlight and cushioned
trail runner with a dash of durabil-
ity and grip, the Vertical Velocity is
comfy enough for an after-work trail
run yet tough enough for long hikes
and even multiday backpacking.
vasque.com

3 Urban Approach

FIVE TEN $80

Five Ten’s climbing roots are deep,
and while all the company’s approach
shoes grab like Spider-Man, these
more casual kicks add an urban aes-
thetic for anyone who wants to wear
the same shoes for bouldering, hik-
ing, and going to work. fiveten.com

4 TX2

LA SPORTIVA $130

The TX2 is a super-lightweight,
fast-drying, trail-running-inspired
shoe, with to-the-toe lacing, sticky
lugged Vibram underfoot, and a thin
layer of protective rubber for added
durability and comfort on crags.
sportiva.com

THE CASE FOR

YOU HIKE, BIKE, RUN — but you’ve
probably never left the house to
go for an approach. And yet you
can’t walk a block these days
without spotting someone wear-
ing “approach shoes.”

So what are they really for?
The original approach shoe was
little more than a beefy sneaker
created for serious mountain-
eers who needed an alternative
to their heavy boots for the miles
of tricky terrain they traveled to
reach base camp. Hence, the
approach. They are designed to
be tough yet nimble, with the
same grippy rubber used on
climbing shoes often wrapping
around the toe and heel as well
as the sole.

Soon they were a hit beyond
the mountaineering crowd, and
before long all the major out-
door-footwear companies were
producing variations. Today’s
best models can be used for a
little trail running, hiking, and
light climbing — things that
frequently happen on the same
outing — or just getting coffee.

“I haven’t had a pair of hiking
boots since high school,” says
mountaineer, guide, and Maine
climbing gym owner Freddie
Wilkinson. “My staple for pretty
much all mountain activities
these days is an approach shoe.”

To be honest, we’re finding
it diff icult to wear anything
else. Whether it’s a quick hike, a
short bike ride — or a trip to our
favorite bar. Sure, they’ve got the
technical chops that make them
right for climbing, but we think
they just look cool, too.

photograph by JARREN VINK
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M O U N T A I N  B I K E S
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Plus-Size
Models

The hottest trend in the bike
world is plus-size. The new
bikes feature conventional
mountain frames with notice-
ably larger — but not quite
fat-bike-size — tires. “They’re
a whole lotta confidence-
inspiring fun on the trail,”
explains Steve Hoogendoorn,
vice president in charge of
design and engineering at Yeti
Cycles. Although sizes vary,
a typical plus-size bike tire is
about 3 inches wide. (Most
mountain bikes top out at 2.6
inches, and fats are nearly 4
and above.)

“Larger tire volume can
run at a lower pressure, which
dampens impact, while the
added tire that makes contact
with the ground allows for
more traction and better
climbing, descending, and
cornering,” says Hoogendoorn.
We can confirm: Every plus
bike we tested helped us up our
game — regardless of terrain.

For plus-size tires,
12 to 20 psi are

recommended, with
a pound or two more

in the back tire.
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Sturdy, well specced for the price, and fun to ride,
the Catch 1 is a great value. With 2.8-inch Nobby
Nic tires, it had excellent traction and felt smooth
on the trail, but the hydroformed aluminum frame
was one of the heaviest in our test. You can buy it
in shops, but Diamondback also ships direct, along
with all the tools — a bonus for riders who live far
from town. diamondback.com

Catch 1

DIAMONDBACK
$2,800

2

Scott put every innovation it could into the new alloy
Spark 720 Plus with fatter tires, turning what was
a pure cross-country bike into one that’s adept on
technical terrain. A more relaxed geometry than
its predecessor translated into increased confi-
dence while bombing loose berms and navigating
rocky, off-camber trails. Conveniently, one switch
locks front and rear shocks for optimized climbing.
scott-sports.com

Spark 720 Plus

SCOTT
$3,700

4
With the biggest wheels of any bike here, the hard-
tail carbon Stache 9.6 rolled over trail junk like a
monster truck. Thinking about bikepacking? Con-
sider the Stache. Though its 29+ wheels look like
clown tires at first, they are relatively light and don’t
feel laborious over long miles. For increased ver-
satility, a horizontal sliding dropout lets you tweak
geometry to your taste, as well as swap in other
wheel sizes. trekbikes.com

Stache 9.6

TREK
$2,999

6
Niner, which specializes in 29-inch-wheel bikes,
built the Jet 9 to be more versatile by making it
compatible with 27.5+ wheels, too. Even with cross-
country-style geometry (steeper angles for better
speed and power on flats), it bit into slick climbs
and managed the occasional drop. The low bottom
bracket made it one of the most stable bikes we
tested — although we occasionally whacked our
pedals climbing and descending. ninerbikes.com

Jet 9 RDO 2-Star

NINER
$4,500

3

Though it had the most travel (the vertical move-
ment of the wheel from top to bottom of shock
stroke) of any bike in our test, the Switchblade did
not ride squishy. The secret sauce is in the geom-
etry, which made it snappy on the climbs and added
pedaling efficiency. It comes with 27.5+ wheels and
takes up to 3.25-inch tires. If you’re planning on
pedaling long miles, just swap the plus wheels for
29ers — the frame fits both. pivotcycles.com

Switchblade

PIVOT
$5,199

5

Here’s the plus bike that won’t require a sec-
ond mortgage: The hardtail aluminum Fuse
has a playfully slack head tube angle that feels
right whether you’re riding up or down hills. The
3-inch-wide tires on 38mm rims — the fattest
setup in the test — helped absorb bumps in the
road even without full suspension. And although
it’s the most affordable bike of the bunch, it still
comes with a dropper seat post. specialized.com

Fuse Comp 6Fattie

SPECIALIZED
$1,600

7
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Powerful, lightweight stoves and nesting
cookware let you prepare food like a chef —
whether backpacking or car camping.
by CLINT CARTER

Dining Out

1 Mini Solo Cookset

SNOW PEAK $80

Built from strong, lightweight titanium, the Mini Solo
Cookset includes a 14-ounce food bowl and a 3-cup
lidded pot for a total weight of just 6.8 ounces. A
small fuel canister will fit inside the pot for efficient
packing. snowpeak.com

4 Pinnacle Camper

GSI OUTDOORS $140

This is nesting genius: A 3-liter pot holds a second
pot (2 liters, with lid); a frying pan; 4 plates, bowls,
and mugs; and a basin that you can fill with water for
postmeal cleanup. Impressively, all the cookware is
nonstick. gsioutdoors.com

2 PocketRocket 2

MSR $45

On a recent three-day peak-bagging trip, MSR’s
updated ultralight stove — which weighs about the
same as a deck of cards — blasted out enough heat
to keep four trail-weary hikers’ bellies and coffee
cups full. msrgear.com

3 X-Brew Coffee Dripper

SEA TO SUMMIT $18

No backcountry brew kit comes closer to a high-end
coffee shop: The X-Brew has a stainless-steel mesh
filter and functions like a pour-over. Silicone walls
collapse the cone into a sub-one-inch disk that
easily stows away. seatosummit.com

5 BaseCamp

BIOLITE $200

With this 18-pound, wood-burning camp cooker, you
can grill burgers using just sticks for fuel. Even bet-
ter: A thermo-electric generator converts heat from
the fire into electricity that powers an included light
and can charge a phone. bioliteenergy.com

6 Mountain Vacuum
Coffee System

STANLEY $60

Inside this insulated French press and thermos is
everything you need to keep your camp crew caffein-
ated: a cap for storing dry coffee, a pot to boil water,
and two mugs for drinking. stanley-pmi.com

1

4

5

6

2

3

CAR CAMPING

BACKPACKING



Overtime victories. 

Delivered to us safely in boxes.

Boxes protect so many of our favorite things as they journey 

to stores and our front doors. They make electronics easy to 

transport, protect our food and are some of the most recycled 

products on the planet. Recycle your boxes so they’ll be put 

to more good uses. howlifeunfolds.com

© 2017 Paper and Packaging Board. From the Makers of Paper and Packaging
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M A T T R E S S E S

1 The Two-in-One

KALA $1,610 (QUEEN)

If your significant other likes a differ-
ent sleep surface, this mattress can
be ordered with one of three firmness
preferences on each side. We like the
hardest: It feels almost too rigid, but
it conforms to your body (and zonks
you out) in minutes. kalasleep.com

2 The Cool Sleep

BEAR $850 (QUEEN)

To keep you from waking up sweaty,
the Bear uses sci-fi-level Celliant
fiber in its cover to convert body
heat to infrared light, while graphite
gel helps keep you cool.
bearmattress.com

3 The Value Play

TUFT & NEEDLE $600 (QUEEN)

If you want to avoid a mattress with
quicksand-like give, the durable
T&N is a good choice. It’s notably
firm but comfortable — and cheap.
tuftandneedle.com

4 The All-Around

CASPER $950 (QUEEN)

From its durable, removable cover to
its four-layer memory foam’s middle-
of-the-pack firmness, the updated
Casper is the right pick for most.
casper.com

5 The Hybrid

SAPIRA $1,475 (QUEEN)

With hundreds of pocket spring
coils in its core, the Sapira has a
more traditional build, with crisp,
sturdy edges. But a few layers of
body-coddling foam modernize the
mattress. A great choice for foam
skeptics. sapirasleep.com

Sweeter
Dreams

Now that buying a mattress online
is standard practice, the choices are

stacking up. Here’s a guide to help you
pick your perfect bed. by JESSE WILL
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Y A R D  T O O L S

Advanced batteries have transformed gas-powered tools into efficient, quiet machines. And
with these all-in-one systems, you need only one power pack to tame the yard. by MAX FISCHER

The Power Trio

Cover more than just the basics with Stihl’s 16
separately sold, pro-grade tools, which use brush-
less motors to harvest power from a chunky, 36-volt
battery ($280). Since it recharges in as little as 35
minutes, two batteries can tackle a weekend’s worth
of work in most yards. Dubious about the muscle of
cordless tools? Masons use the Stihl electric cut-off
machine ($400) to slice through concrete like butter.
The 21-inch-wide mower ($320) can trim up to 5,100
square feet — or about half the size of an average
lawn — on one charge. The handle even collapses,
so you can store it vertically to save garage space.
stihlusa.com

Clip, Mow,
and Cut
Like a Pro1

The rush to slap an 18-volt battery on tools has re-
sulted in disappointing power and run time. It was only
after Milwaukee Tool’s engineers crammed 9 amp
hours — the most in the industry — into an 18-volt
($249) that they developed electric outdoor tools.
Those extra amp hours, like a bigger gas tank in a car,
mean much less charging. If you can’t part with your
gas-powered baby, Milwaukee’s system is perfect for
you. Complete your arsenal with a hedge trimmer that
severs thick branches ($169) and a blower that pushes
leaves 15 feet away ($149). We’re most excited about
the two-speed string trimmer ($199), which runs up
to an hour per charge. milwaukeetool.com

Keep the Gas
Mower, Electrify
Everything Else2

The Ryobi system of more than 15 tools runs off a
single 40-volt lithium ion battery (from $150) and is
designed for the weekend warrior who doesn’t need
maximum run time or fast charging but still wants all
the toys. Some tools focus on the basics, like the lawn
mower ($299) or chainsaw ($199), but there’s also a
multitasking option: The body of the string trimmer
($169) pairs with different tool heads to transform
into a blower, edger, cultivator, and pole pruner. But
nothing compares to the joy of unleashing the jet-fan
blower ($169). The 110-mph gusts of air it generates
are greater than most gas-powered backpack blowers.
ryobitools.com

The Easiest Way
to Transition to
Battery Power3



The leading consumer ratings publication has rated the EGO POWER+ Mower the number one 
cordless mower. Hardly surprising as it delivers the torque and performance of gas-powered 
mowers, without the noise, fuss, and fumes. EGO’s innovative 56 Volt ARC™ Lithium battery 
technology optimizes power output for difficult terrain. With a variable speed self-propelled 
function, high torque, and long run times, even the toughest jobs seem effortless. Experience 
clean, cutting-edge lawn care with the EGO POWER+ Mower and the entire EGO POWER+ 
lineup, available at The Home Depot and EGO Authorized Dealers.

THE MOST ADVANCED CORDLESS MOWER WITH THE TORQUE OF GAS.

SAY HELLO TO THE 

 #1 RATED CORDLESS MOWER. 
SAY GOODBYE TO THE GAS STATION.

egopowerplus.com
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I C E  C R E A M

1 Old-School

WHITE MOUNTAIN $270

For the handlebar-mustache set:
This retro ice-and-rock-salt-chilled
machine pairs a white pine bucket
with a machine crank (or a hand-
cranked unit, if you prefer). Its ice
cream is brilliant: creamy and dense,
thanks in part to the shortest freeze
time in our test (30 minutes). But “it’s
loud as hell!” says Mahin. “You may
have to use it out in the garage.”
whitemountainproducts.com

2 Gastro-Geek 

BREVILLE SMART SCOOP $400

Gadget hounds will love this
machine’s tweakability. It has 12
hardness settings and can be pre-
chilled to shave 20 minutes off your
45-minute freeze time. Its ice cream
nearly matches the rich texture of
the White Mountain’s, but with better
consistency batch to batch. It’s not
cheap, but store-bought pints add
up. brevilleusa.com

3 All-Around

CUISINART ICE-100 $299

The slowest machine in our test (40 to
50 minutes) is also the simplest to use.
There are three buttons: power, timer,
and start/stop. “That’s all you really
need,” says Mahin. It churns out light,
smooth, flavorful stuff, if just a bit icier
than the others (due to the long freeze
time). Still, the simplest choice is likely
the best for occasional ice cream
experimenters. cuisinart.com

The New Scoop

to a simmer, temper
the egg mixture with
milk mixture, then pour
it back into the pot.
Cook over medium heat,
stirring constantly,
until slightly thickened
(enough to coat the back
of the spoon). Strain
through a fine mesh
sieve and chill in the pot
in an ice bath until cold.

3. Freeze in an ice cream
machine according to
the manufacturer’s
instructions. Fold half of
the candied bacon into
the ice cream as you
remove it from the
machine. Reserve the
other half to sprinkle on
top before serving.

 CANDIED BACON
 AND BROWN BUTTER
 ICE CREAM

Chef and restaurateur
Jeff Mahin tested the
machines by making
this sweet-savory treat
for his friends.

FOR THE BACON
Ingredients
8 oz bacon
2 tbsp brown sugar

1. Rub together the bacon
and brown sugar
and bake in a 325° oven
until crisp.

2. Let cool, then chop
into small pieces.

FOR THE ICE CREAM
Ingredients
1 lb unsalted butter
4¾ cups milk
2 cups cream
½ cup powdered milk
1⅓ cups sugar
1 tsp salt
12 egg yolks

1. Heat the butter over
medium heat in a heavy-
bottom saucepan until it
is a deep brown color and
smells nutty. Whisk in the
milk and cream, scraping
the bits off the bottom
of the pot. Bring mixture
to a boil and remove
from heat for 1 hour.
Then refrigerate until
cold enough for the fats
to solidify.

2. Strain mixture through
a fine mesh sieve,
discarding the solidified
fats. Return mixture to
pot, add powdered
milk, and place on stove
over medium heat. In
the meantime, whisk
together the sugar, salt,
and yolks in a bowl. When
the milk mixture comes
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JOCASSEE OUTDOOR
CENTER

—
South Carolina Upstate's Premier Outfitter and Marine

Center, serving Lake Jocassee and Lake Keowee.
A Lake Legacy since 1979... maintaining the Upstate's
largest rental fleet of model pontoons and ski boats,

kayaks and SUP's at Lake Jocassee's only outfitter and
marine center, with a general store, concierge boat

storage and boat repair and maintenance shop.

jocasseeoutdoorcenter.com

BEST ADVENTURE
OUTFITTERS

For the best vacation or action packed outing, visit these outstanding outfitters

BLUE RIDGE
FLY FISHING

—
The South East’s premier guided fly fishing
service and fly shop. Find your water with

a new adventure that is closer than
you think.

blueridgeflyfishing.com

AMERICA’S BEST HUNTING
DESTINATION!

—
KENTUCKY-OHIO-INDIANA-FLORIDA

We have over 50,000 intensely managed acres in the
heart of the best hunting grounds in the world! 5 star

meals and lodging and 100% Fair Chase!

whitetailheavenoutfitters.com

—
For more must-visit adventure travel

destinations, check out the Men’s Journal
Adventure Travel special issue on

newsstands May 12th.
Packed with exhilarating adventures

from the U.S. to Europe, the South Pacific Islands
and beyond, the Adventure Travel issue will

deliver the inspiration and motivation you need
for the most epic summer ever.

© SCPRT
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What’s the most cherished possession
you’ve ever lost?
My son. I ain’t never lost nothing else that
wasn’t replaceable.

WILLIE NELSON April 2008

What should every man know about
women?
They love to laugh. You can laugh more
women into bed than you can seduce into
it — just so long as they stop laughing when
you’re in bed.

MICHAEL CAINE July 2012

What adventure changed your life?
I spent 65 years in Air Force cockpits and
fought in four wars, but I never looked at it
as an adventure. It’s duty. You could say that
the most important thing I did was break
the sound barrier. That’s the reason we’re on
the moon. But it was my job to try. That’s the
way I looked at it.

CHUCK YEAGER January 2009

Right after I resigned from the Army, in
1965, I f lew helicopters for oil platforms in
the Gulf of Mexico. I f lew personnel from
rig to rig, and I’d live on a platform out at
sea. I had a lot of time to myself — no wine,
women, or songs — so I’d sit in my helicop-
ter and write. That’s where I wrote “Me
and Bobby McGee” and “Help Me Make It
Through the Night.” A few years later when
I was on the road and not writing so much,

illustration by SEAN McCABE106 MAY 2017 MEN’S JOURNAL
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my publisher told me I ought to go back out
to the oil platforms. I told him, “You go.”

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON April 2010

What should everyone understand about
the political system?
Small-town democracy works better than
people know. Big money is very important,
but on issues that the voters speak out on,
they will kick big money’s ass.

BARNEY FRANK May 2012

What was it like to be the most feared man
on the planet?
I realized that was something a little boy
wanted. I was scared of society, so that’s why
I wanted people to be afraid of me. I’m not
afraid of society now; that’s why all I want
is for people to respect me. That’s why I give
people respect.

MIKE TYSON February 2014

What advice would you give the younger you?
Lighten the fuck up.

ANTHONY HOPKINS March 2010

How does a man know it’s time to walk
away?
When he doesn’t have the same passion and
commitment. After I became champion, I
got civilized with the parties and the private
planes, the buffets and the caviar. That guy
should stay out of the ring.

SUGAR RAY LEONARD February 2012

The Last
Words
For more than a decade, this page
has picked the brains of the world’s
most fascinating men. Here’s what
they taught us.

25th Anniversary Issue

What’s the best advice you ever received?
As a teenager, I’d get frustrated by people I
thought were not smart, and my father told
me, “Son, don’t ever get frustrated by stupid
people. Being mad at stupidity is like being
mad at grass — it’s everywhere.”

JAMES CARVILLE March 2013

“Everybody you ever meet knows something
you don’t.” A cab driver told me that 30 years
ago, and I’m reminded of it every single day.

BILL NYE April 2015

What skill should every man have?
The ability to fix things. You’ve got a lot of
insecure people these days because they
can’t f ix a drippy faucet. We’re getting
weaker and weaker as a species. I think the
bugs will take us over pretty soon.

YVON CHOUINARD October 2010

How should a man handle getting old?
Badly. There isn’t any other way. Break all
the mirrors in the house.

PHILIP LEVINE November 2011

When is it OK for a man to lie?
Just about anytime, if it makes life more
interesting and you’re not hurting anyone.

MICHAEL DOUGLAS May 2010

How does a man know when someone is
bullshitting him?
Here’s the problem: When someone’s
bullshitting you, they’re usually telling
you something you want to hear, so you
don’t want it to be bullshit, and so you
haven’t turned on your bullshit detector.
Which is why, when you can f ind people
who are honest with you, you should stay
close to them.

AARON SORKIN August 2012

What’s the best cure for heartache?
There isn’t any cure for it. Just try like hell to
behave yourself and have some class.

BURT REYNOLDS December 2015
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INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW GIULIA.

DEAR PREDICTABLE, IT’S OVER.

-SEE YOU AROUND,
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